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Student-Operated
Newsletter Covers
Black Community

Professor
Empowers
Female
Students

BY SHELLON MCKENZIE
Contributing Writer

BY MELANIE R. HOLMES
Campus Editor

To get issues concer:\ing the Black con1n~unity to
Howard University sh1dents,
sophomores Wesley Ellis and
Roger Roman started an independent community newsletter,
The Freedom Papers. For these
two young men, "The Freedom
Papers is a Black paper which
is a way for us to educate each
other," Ron1an said. "The title
exemplifies freedom, the free-

Untie, understand, usurp,
unlock and undermine are key
words that lead to the selfempowerment of black women
according to Howard University
Assistant Professor Dr. Debyii L.
Sababu Thon1as.
In a session titled "A
Women's Worth" presented by
tile ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc., Thomas preached about the
power of Black women Tuesday
night in the Blackburn Center
East Ballroom, repeating that
"it's about you."
"It's about you untying yourself from the past, it's about you
understanding your present, it's
about you usurping the future,
it's about you unlocking your
mind, it's about you undermining the enemy," she said.
"The power of ·the Black
woman is that she can untie
herself from the past, and the
past says you can go farther than
you've gone before. You've got to
recognize the power of the past
in your life and untie yourself
from it. You've got to let it go."
She then stated the importance of grasping the present by
rejoicing over your current status in life rather than allowing
worries to take over.
"Some of us are struggling
with issues and are so consumed
by the present that we don't realize the beauty of the present,"
Thomas said. "It's up to you to
recognize the present is something that is going to springboard you to the future."
Thomas
stressed
that
because the future doesn't come
to you, it must be usurped by
playing the part you aspire to
become. She said ¢at when you
take the thoughts from your
mind to your heart, that is what
you will believe.
"You start acting like the
head instead of the tail," Thomas
said. "There are things you can
do but you don't tl1ink you can
do. Who you are is in your mind

<lorn to be an individual, the
freedom t o have views and
express those views and the
freedom to be Black."
The Freedom Papers
serves as a medium where
students can express themselves. The purpose of this
paper is to encourage analytical thought and intellectual
discussions concerning the
well-being of the community
and tO Serve as a spark tO
\lai• Glllfom· S<nior Pho10 F.dllor
ignite action. "Solutions can be Among others, Ashley Mack, Westley Ellis, Roger Roman and Patrick Ricks produce The
See STUDENT, Campus A4 Freedom Papers, a newsletter that focuses on issues affecting the Black community.

Howard Student Elected As ANC
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

On Nov. 2, when the
nation awaited the· announcement of who would be elected as President of the United
States, junior history major
Nate Matthews was waiting to
see whether he won his race for
the next commissioner of the
advisory neighborhood commission for district iB10.
Having
lived
m
Washington, D.C. for only
two years, Matthews, a native
of Champaign, Ill., decided to
run for the office after realizing some serious problems
in the community surrounding the university and having
a strong desire to make necessary changes.
"I've been interested and
involved in community activism all through high school
Jordan Colbt-rt• \\.t..C. Pholo rdllc•r
and since I have been out of
high school," Matthews said. Junior history major Nate Matthews was elected o n Nov. 2 as the Advisory Neighborhood
"The specific event that trig- Commissioner for District 1B10.
gered [my decision to run] was members to consider and missioner in the past. However, campaign in that D.C. is a city
I was sitting on my back porch implement programs concern- Matthews' experience was that is rapidly gentrifying and
on Gresham at about 8 p.m. ing issues that face their c01n- slightly different. As a me1u- the majority of people doing
and there were five huge rats munities including zoning, bcr of the growing population Lhe gentrifying are white,"
scourging for food. I kept see- neighborhood safety, sanita- of white students at Howard, Matthews said. ''There is an
ing them on a regular basis and tion and eventually present Matthews was subject to son1e issue in that context, but I feel
I said to myself this has got to their findings and suggestions skepticism from the con1muni- like now that I have won, the
stop."
to the higher levels of city gov- ty but was able to win the com- community is saying that we
After extensive research, ernment.
n1unity with his dedication and put our trust and faith in you
Matthews discovered the ANC,
Other Howard students, platform to actively improve believing that you are going to
a branch of tile city govern- such as Jarvis Houston, have the ward.
See ANC, Campus A4
ment that allows c01nmunity held the position of ANC com"[Race) was an issue in the

See WOMAN, News A5

School of Communications To Improve Radio, TV, Film Dept.
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hilltop Staff Writer

As the end of the semester

draws closer, many students in
the Radio, Television, and Film
department are voicing their
complaints and concerns about
the problems facing students in
the John H. Johnson School of
Communications.
"There isn't enough equipment to use," said junior rtvf
major Pavielle Smith. "Even if a
student wants to do their work,
there is a constant fight for studio time, cameras, etc."
While the complaints have
been ongoing, students have not
seen any direct effort until now.
Following
the
example of the School of Business
Student Council, the School
of Communications Student

Council, led by its president
Byron Stewart have developed
a plan to solicit major companies such as Sony, Yamaha, and

INSIDE
* Campus, A2-AS
*Graduate, A6-A7
* Nation & World, A8-A9
* Sports, Bl-B3
* Life & Style, B4-BS
*Editorials & Perspective, B8-B9

Panasonic, to donate funds or
actual equipment to be used for
the improvement of the department.

"The School of B's student
council has raised over $20,000
fron1 companies and we figured
that if [tile school of business
student council] can do it, so can
we," said Stewa1t, a junior print
journalism inajor. After presenting the idea to professors in the
school at a faculty ineeting on
Tuesday, Stewart received the
support of those in. attendance.
"We support them 900 percent," said the head of the RTVF
departn1ent, Sonja Williams.
" I'm so happy that Byron and
the student council is taking on
the problems in RTVF."
Students in the School of
Communications are also in
support of the idea and are hoping that some good will come
of it.
"I think that more cameras

would do the School of C a lot
of good," said junior film major
Resheida Brady.
"It would benefit the School
of C because projects would
come out better if we had more
cameras available to ·us."
The student council has not
yet set a definite goal but is hoping to see some kind of result by
Christmas break.
"If we get a camera or $500,
it's fine at least we got some
results," Stewart said. "It's not
more or less what equipment or
how much money we can get,
it's about activism. We want
our students to be active, and
hopefully Howard and President
Swygert will recognize what we
have done."
While the immediate goal is

Jordan Colbtrt ·Asst. Photo F.dHor

Read more about
the South Africa
Archbishop's
visit to Howard...

It's the last home
ga11ie of the season; see how the
seniors feel...
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See RTVF, Campus AS

Towers
Parking
Policy
Pesters
Students
BY NICHIA MCDOWALD
Contributing Writer

. From lack of parking spots to
car break-ins, students have had
numerous complaints regarding
Howard University's treatment
of students "vith vehicles this
sen1ester.
The management of the
Howard Plaza Towers has limited the use of garage entrance
to those students with parking
permits.
"Students that live in the
Towers who do not have parking
are to enter through the front
door wh1;re they can be checked
in and accounted for b)· the lobby
monitor or the desk receptionist," said Larry Frelow, the property manager for the Towers.
All other passengers traveling in the vehicle must exit
before entering the garage,
including the dorm's residents.
According to Frelow, the new
policy reduces tile traffic flow in
the garage and allows the security guard and/or monitors to
better execute their job.
!\lost residents feel that
everyone living in the Towers
should be allowed to enter
through the garage, whether
they are a permit holder or a
passenger.
"The policy is dumb and I
think management is being overly cautious," said Sheena Lewis,
a junior legal communications
major. "There is always a security guard down in the garage, so
why can't they do the check-in?"
Others say they are frequently inconvenienced by the rule.
"I don't like the idea of having to come out of iny friend's car
at the front entrance before he or
she parks," said Ebony Meeks,
a junior public relations n1ajor.
"They should have a lis.t of all
residents at the garage entrance,
not just a list of those students
who have parking."
However, Frelow said his
main concern is the safety of the
See PARKING, Campus A2

Find out if it's
still 'bigger than
hip hop' ...

Life & Style...B4
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Students Wonder What is Best Method for Change
BY RACHAEL WADE
Contributing Writer

How do yo1l
feel abot't
ODB's death?

"It \\'as sad because
he sec1ned to be on a
better path in his life,
but to 111c. i!'s not as
sad as Aaliyah or Left
Eye's death."

01nar Ruiz
Sophomore
Psychology

"I think it's really sad.
but I' 1n glad he didn't
get shot or die in a
violent way because
the rnedia would have
portrayed hiln badly.
It's still sad though."

Ray Baker
Transfer
Broadcast .Journalisn1

"l think it's sad,
because no one knows
how he died."

•

Niama Sandy
Sophomore
Public Relations

Dorm conditions, academic equipment, availability of parking and registration woes are just a few of the complaints
that students have with the administration at Howard University. While
some seek the assistance of the Howard
University Student Association (HUSA)
to solve their problems, others feel HUSA
is not always helpful.
HUSA Vice President Freda Henry
confirmed her organization's commilment to providing quick and effective
service to the student body.
"Students will see results as soon as
48 hours after filling out a grievance letter if they come to ~s," Hen!): said. "In
some cases, HUSA.will e\'. n write a letter
on the student's [behalf] if we feel that it
will expedite matters."
Some students are grateful for the
role that HUSA plays in closing the
gap between them and the university's
administrators. Thus, making it easier for
their concerns to be heard and changes
to occur.
"I love HUSA," said Barbara K. Mack,
a junior political science major. "They
always make their presence felt around
campus. They know our concerns and I
appreciate their attempts at gelling us
involved with fun stuff and events.
However, some students believe that
HUSA is not succeeding at making a difference for the student body.
"I am familiar with HUSA, however
I am not sure about what they've done
for students," said Briana Henderson, a

•

sophomore psychology major. "I know
they are supposed to be the voice for
students but I haven't felt the complete
impact of that."
II USA recently held a town hall
meeting where students were invited to
come and express their concerns. They
also held a series, 'In Your House Tours',
where people could familiarize themselves with the organization, its initiatives and its operations.
Henry said that HUSA's events have
· had a decent level of involvement and
input, but more student participation
is needed to find solutions to problems
experienced with the University.
"Students need to step up if they want
their voices to be heard,., said Ashley
Denson, a sophon1ore Spanish major and
a nien1ber of the HUSA Public Relations
Committee.
\>\'bile some feel that talks with HUSA
are a good way to make their voices heard,
they believe that other methods should
be taken into consideration when trying
to solve problems.
"It wouldn't hurt to protest and petition as an individual instead of totally
relying on IIUSA," said Nicole Howard, a
sophomore architechLre major.
llcnry believes that it is important
to meet behind closed doors first when
there arc problems.
Megan Schley, a freshman broadcast
journalisn1 major believes that things can
only be accomplished if a person takes
\t ..,. (;illhtm· "O(:nlur Pholo rdllor
matters into U1eir own hands.
"If you want something done, you Howard University Student Association Vice President Freda Henry feels that
have to do it yourself, especially at this it is Important for students to make their voices heard in order to Improve the
university.
university,·· Schley said.

Jl Jlto111ent 111

Conference Encourages
Unity, Empowerment
Among Young Men
BY JABARI SMITH

"Being from the Washington, D.C.
metro area, you don't know about all
the opportunities and benefits that colBrotherhood, leadership and ser- lege can give you," Anderson said. '·The
vice will be the order of the day when conference gives area young men the
the 14th Annual Brother to Brother opportunity to indulge in a collegiate
Conference convenes on Howard's environment as well as helping then1
campus on Tuesday, Nov. 30.
to see that after high school graduaA collaborative effort between tion there are other options than just
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta going to work or staying home."
Chapter and the College of Arts &
This year's Brother to Brother
Sciences Student Council, the Brother Conference, themed "Shaping and
to Brother Conference seeks to pro- Empowering the New Bearers of the
vide an outlet for young males to learn Guiding Light," is also hosting a felabout life, leadership and the pursuit lowship banquet following the conferof higher education.
ence that is open to Howard students,
"The conference touches hundreds faculty and conference volunteers and
of young men each year and teaches gives conference committee members
them lessons that they can take back the opportunity to thank all those who
into their homes and communities," helped in the planning and execution
said Lenzy Betters, Brother to Brother of U1e conference. According to Alpha
Conference Public Relations Chair.
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. member Ugi
Each year, the conference hosts Ugwuomo, who oversees conference
abot•t 400 young men from D.C. mid- events and programs, the goal of the
dle and high schools and brings Lhem conference is to give the young men
to Howard's campus for a day filled in attendance tools to help implement
with workshops, forums, motivational change in their community.
speakers and a luncheon. The con"I want the young men to leave the
ference will also provide the young conference with the feeling that it has
men in attendance with a tour of the changed their lives; Ugwuon10 said. "I
campus.
want the conference to indirectly save
Conference volunteer
Robye their lives. This conference can give
Anderson believes that the conference any young man who has faced adveris extremely important for the mental sity hope and the ability to believe in
and educational growth of the D.C. himself."
area young men.
Contributing Writer

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•

•

A Moment in Howard's
History: Student Activism
Losing its Luster
BY JENEA ROBINSON
Contributing Writor

In 1975, over 1,000 Howard students
gathered in front of the administration building lo "dramatize their desire
for academic quality at l Ioward." They
demanded that former Howard president James Check make changes to the
university based on their 14 demands.
The Class of 1975 fought for similar issues that toda) 's generation often
complain about such as raising tuition.
\Vhat is the major difference between
the Class of 1975 .1n<l classes of today?
"Back then the\ had so much more to
fight tor," said sophomor~'radio, tv and
film ntajor Darius Lyles. "Organizing to
fight for lower tuition was so much more
important to them than it is to us now."
During the 1960s and i97os, it was

almost normal to sec a group of people
protesting for son1ething they believed
in due to the Civil Rights Mo\'emC'nt and
Vietnan1 \Var.
"[Prot ">.Sting] it was imbedded in
them," said sophomore legal communications major Ihuoma Ukoh. "You had
to voice your opinion in that manner if
you wanted change. Our generation has
not experienced that."
Senior political science major Kara
Austin feels the same as many of her fellow classmates. Austin also feels that our
lack of interest on certain issues comes
from the fact that many student" are not
informed.
"\>Ve haven't had to work as hard as
our parents did for education or anything like that so our generation doesn't
feel the need to protest."

Parking Rule Annoys Students
"I really want to know
ho\v he died."

l\ilelissa Davis
Junior
Film

~lll)U

l'hotO\ h'

~ti.1r1t:nl'

llurthronr •
1ro1111rr PholoR.t•Ph'-·r

GIJlh•n•· Senior Pholo Editor

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta Chapter and the College of Arts and
Sciences were instrume ntal In the Brother to Brother Conference.

POLICY, from Campus A1 the policy, some security guards have dealt
with students refusing to
show their ID cards to the
students.
"Residents have tried security guards or lobby
to sneak non-residents monitors.
"There are plenty of
in without signing in and
surrounding
they do not care to take problems
responsibility if anything the issue," said Chanda
occurs within the resi- r.1cl\lahan, a garage attendant. "Many people come
dence halls," he said.
He believes that this in the garage in a state
poses a danger to the resi- of confusion, questioning
dents and that the policy the parking rules. Others
can ensure the safety of utilize subtle harassall those residing in the 1nent."
However, she underTowers.
Since notification of stands that their anger is

not directly ai1ned at her,
but it is instead a result of
their discontent with the
policy.
Frelow stressed that
the rule must be followed
despite much opposition
to the policy.
"Underground garage
parking is a privilege, and
failure to follow the rules
can result in the loss of
this privilege."

•
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Uppity Negro Founder Explains Its Purpose
Blacks could have such personal power."
Contributing Writer
Carter said that Uppity Negro, which
she renders a movement and not a prodTwo words: "Uppity Negro." You may uct line, is not to be confused with black
have seen these two words plastered on t- bourgeoisie. She said it was initially a
shirts or hats of students walking by and billboard of expression to make White
made one of four responses: you hated people aware of Black's refusal to be in a
it, loved it, didn't care or found yo11rself certain place of society. She tells her discurious and wanted some answers.
tributors to deliver the meaning of Uppity
Founder of Uppity Negro, Andrea Negro before the transaction is made.
Carter, teamed up with tlie Abram Harris
Though supportive of Carter's efforts,
Economics Society Tuesday night in the some students detected flaws in the pracDrew Hall lounge to present a panel dis- tice of the movement.
cussion on the meaning of Uppity Negro.
"The discussion was inform.ative and
Pictures, such as Rosa Parks with I will support her black entrepreneurial
a caption below it that read "Not in my ship," said Krystal Nesbitt senior Africanplace?" and Frederick Douglass with American studies and psychology double
"Unaccommodating," hung on the back- major. "However, I think Carter's view
drop to set the mood for Carter's speech. is a Western point of view. It seems to
"I got fired for being an 'uppity be too concerned with changing the way
Negro,'" said 34-year-old Carter, remi- whites think ar.out us. In this way you are
niscent of her impetus for launching the starting a revolution but for the wrong
controversial product line in fall 2003. side."
She was a waitress in the District at the
Carter argues that in using the termitime. Carter said because she stood her nology historically used by slave masters
ground when a white female customer to define any slave that acted "out of his
impatiently belittled her, she was fired.
place," the product line is also the mir"It was the way I looked her in the ror by which Blacks can see themselves
eyes," Carter said. "I didn't back down. and make changes. "Uppity Negro has
I think that White woman didn't know educated Blacks on what is going on, in
BY VANESSA MIZELL

"It surprised ine when I first got here. A lot
of the cattyness that goes on deters me from
involving myself in freshmen activities. I
hang out with mostly D.C. and Maryland
residents because the freshmen class is so
divided."

that it's not necessarily white people that
are holding us back but our own people,"
Carter said. She said she requested three
different Black media outlets to run her
story and they all denied. The only one to
accept was a white media outlet.
"That is activism inaction," Carter
said. "Many of our Black baby boomers
have failed us. They taught us to get in
our place, get an education, don't rock the
boat, don't complain and as a whole, you
don't have to fight."
Other students championed Carter's
efforts and raised concerns about the
actual controversy surrounding Uppity
Negro.
"I was happy I learned the creative
purpose behind the design," said Shawn
Maldon, a fresh1nan political science
and Spanish double major. "I definitely
support it because it gives Black people that e}rtra boost of self-confidence.
What I don't like is the overanalyzing of
the words. Our own Black community
regarding uppity Negro as bad shows a
degree of shame and fear."
Panelist and African-American studies professor Dr. Gregory Carr highlighted
many different historical faces of "uppity
Negroes" from Frederick Douglass to

"At first I thought, the ratio would
affect me because I had done research
on Howard's population of females
versus n1ales, but \vhen I actually got
here this fall it did·not really affect me
because I felt very prepared for what I
was going to be involved in."

"I don't really pay attention to the
majority of girls, therefore it does
not affect me. It does not affect my
social life either."

Takeshia Morgan, psychology

Erica Pinkett, psychology

Nelson Mandela.
· "Uppity Negro is a complex term
and there's so many ways to be it," Carr
said. "Would there be an Uppity Negro
without Black folks?" However, Carr says
the Uppity Negro concept is effective in
sparking conversation.
The panel evolved into a two and a
half hour discussion, Carter's goal.
"This is a planning session and you
baa no idea you were in one," Carter told
the students. "We need a dialogue, and
we need the baby boomers to know who
you are."
Carter says she has faced death threats
by white supremacists, suppression by
some Blacks and financial hardships.
But she also recalls a memorable experience in which an older black woman told
Carter that she had been waiting 50 years
for this to happen.
"Even though I have to fight you to
love you, I'm not going to lay the cross
down now," Carter said. "l am not giving
up."
To contact Uppity Negro, Andrea
Carter or AHES for additional information, send an e-mail to info@uppity.
con1, rottenpeach@msn.com or hu_
ahes@yahoogroups.com. •

Peris Kihara, undecided
"It does not affect me that much because my
boyfriend goes to Howard and I hang with
more males anyway. I don't get involved
with the cattyness or any issues with girls
over a guy."

April Robinson, physician's assistant
"The atnount of females here makes for
a more interesting tin1e because I enjoy
looking at girls rather than looking at
males. Males from the area don't get any
love any\vay, so it really does not matter
to rnc."

"I was never one to chase after boys. The amount
"I tend to have more male friends than
fernale friends, so I don't pay attention
to all the girls here. I'm not looking for
anyone in my life right nO\V because
I already have a boyfriend, so I don't
really have a problem \vith the smaller
number of guys here at Howard."

of girls compared to guys makes you look for more
quality guys because there is no quantity on campus."

Vernicca Beard, legal communications

Jordan Little, business management

"It has itnproved my social life because I talk
to a lot more women than men."

"It hasn't changed my social life at all because I am
used to being around a lot of girls. I used to only
hang around girls in high school."

Todd Price, music education
"It has n1ade my grades horrible. It
improved my social life though, I
understand women much better now.
But, all the fly freshmen girls flock to
all of the fly dudes, so the picking is
slim here."

Kyle Curry, information systems
Norman Gyamfi, biology
''It has not affected me because I'1n very
focused and I do have \VOrk and school to take
care of, plus I am all about 1ny 4.0."

Howard Student
ElectedANC
Commissioner
Democrats, and we'll work "vith
the College Republicans too if we
do something for this communi- can get things done," Matthews
ty whether you be White, Black, said.
Latino, or whatever."
Looking towards the future,
In the next two years, Matthews is not completely cerMatthews plans to alleviate the tain of his career path, but is
rat problem, increase affordable sure that activism will always be
housing, reduce unfair ticket- a part of it.
ing and booting, repave alleys in
"I'll be here a while, maybe
the district and increase the vis- pursuing graduate studies," he
ibility and interaction between said. "But my goals and ambiHoward students and the com- tions are to be a community
munity.
activist, like Lawrence Guyot
"I want to work not only [ANC commissioner for ward
with community groups and 1Bo1]. People respect his name
local businesses, but also with because of his work in the comHUSA [Howard University munity and that's where I want
Student Association] and the to be and what I want to do."
various activist organizations
on campus s•Jch as Amnesty
[International], the College

6 out of I 0- "Honestly, rny high school
homecoming was pretty big and I thought it
was more favorable than Howard's."

Quintin Reid, undecided
"It has made my social life harder
because of the amount of girls I associate
with; it n1akcs it difficult to keep up \Vith
names, inforn1ation and conversations:·

AJ Collins, accounting
Compiled by Nailalr Bynoe-Se!lbron

Jeremy Phillips, finance

ANC, from Campus A 1

l\1ia Richards, physician's assistant

Ellis, Roman Chronicle Black
Life in The Freedom Papers
STUDENT, from Campus A 1

we have truly been l)lessed.
We don't discriminate against
developed through dialogue;
writers, as long as it's posiour paper just doesn't talk
tive ideas that focus on helping
about the issues," said Ellis, a
or informing our people about
history major. "We also look at
the issues that we face."
possible solutions."
Though Ellis and Roman
Roman and Ellis said the
are founders of The Freedom
paper could always use more
Papers, there are several other
contributing writers, especially
people that play a key role in
females, as the paper is curmaintaining the newspaper's
rently male-dominated.
success.
"I don't feel that it should
Patrick Ricks,
Ashley
be that way because there
Mack and Shari D'Andrade are
are issues that concern Black
also key contributors to The
females that male writers canFreedom Papers.
not connect with them on,"
"I was excited about the
Ellis said.
paper when Ellis and Roman
Roman, an English and
came to me with the idea,"
African-Anlerican studies douRicks said. "I was glad that
ble major, said the paper has
there would be a paper about
been given enormous support.
"The response that we've news relevant to the students.
received from the paper has Our paper exposes Howard
been incredible," Roman said. University's students to a more
"We sincerely appreciate all diverse group of ideas instead
of the support and feel that of having i.t conservative."
In addition to The Freedom

Papers, Wesley is a part of the
Gentlemen of Drew Social
Club and Roman is a part of
the College of Art and Sciences
Student Council.
"The Freedom Papers
is a good alternative from
The Hilltop and The District
Chronicles," said D'Andrade, a
junior political science major.
"It's about current Black issues
and it provokes thought. The
paper is always well thought
out and well written. God willing and with the help of the
community, Ellis and Roman
look forward to the expansion
of The Freedom Papers."

EMPLOYEE
\. ,h'WEEK
l)

•

BY NICOLE M. MELTON
Contributing Writer

Dr. Angela P. Cole has
been a part of the Howard
family for the past 14
years. As a Howard alumnae and assistant professor
in the department of psychology, Cole has seen tlie
university through many
transformations, and she is
proud of how far the college
has con1e.
"I'm really excited to be
at Ho\vard and to be a part
of the school's progress,"
Cole said. "When I graduated 10 years ago, there was
no iLab. The campus is looking better. advancing technologically, and I love that.
There is also more support
for research now. The place
has really evolved in a lot of
positive ways in the last 10
years."
Cole began her journey in psychology as a
teenager. Her father is a
psychologist; a fact she says
influenced her decision to
study the field herself. After
enrolling in an introductory
course in psychology during her freshman year at
Howard, she was convinced
she had discovered her true
calling.
"I was surrounded by
a lot of psychologists growing up," said Cole, who is
also a D.C. native. "My dad
and all his friends were into
psychology and it was something I was always interested
in. When I took my first psychology course at Howard,
that really cemented my
decision to study psychology."
After completing her
undergraduate degree, Cole
went on to pursue a doctorate degree at Stanford
University and po~t-doc
toral work at the University
of Michigan. Cole joined the
faculty in August 2001 as an
associate professor of social
psychology. Currently, she
teaches undergraduate psychology and statistics courses and graduate courses in
social cognition. attitude
change, decision making
and research methods. Cole
also Wbrks as an adviser to
students in the psychology
department and works on
research in psychology 'vith
her s tudents.
..I spend a lot of time
working on my research and
I iun a lab that looks at decision making problems and
effects of terrorizing experiences on the ways in which
people evaluate policy,·· Cole
said." I work 'vi th stud<>nts in
th lab, ht-lpil 1g \vi th studi~.
collecting data, data analysis
and writing."
In honor of her research,
Cole was recently awarded a
grant by the National Science
Foundation to look at the
problem of how terrorizing
experiences affect the ways
in which policies and rights
are evaluated. The grant
\vill support research in the
College of Arts and Sciences
and Cole is excited that her
efforts will enhance the
learning e>.-periences of her
students.
"When
conducting
research, I outline a central focus and tl1e students
are able to help," Cole said.
"Students work .:>n their
own projects and tliey help
me collect data for different investigations 1'1n
conducting. It's great for
students to be able to get
experience with both assisting me and developing their
own ideas and studies."
Being able to improve
students' educational experience is something that
Cole has had in mind for
a long lime. As an undergrad, there were things she
felt that could be done to
improve the learning ~-peSee EMPLOYEE, News A5
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Archbishop of South Africa Visits With Howard
University Students and the Community
•

edge of their seats in astonishment.
Unbeknownst to many, fue
Archbishop was jailed in Robbin Island
wifu Nelson Mandela, and still has the
The Archbishop Ndungane of South passion and fire to educate the massAfrica, a man of small stature equipped es about fue AIDS epidemic in South
with a powerful presence, humbly Africa. The audience, comprised of both
approached the podium in Howard young and old women and n1en, were
University's Rankin Memorial Chapel to very grateful to be in the presence of
discuss the issues of HIVI AIDS among such powerful history.
"I think [attending fuis program]
South Africans with a speech entitled,
"Building a Just Society: Challenges in it is the epitome of what Howard
University is all about. To have fue
Today's South Africa."
Dressed in a deep purple clergy oppo1tunity like this one to hear, learn,
shirt and black ensemble, the Most and meet activists and leaders not only
Right Reverend emphatically raised from this country, but also in the entire
three pertinent issues of justice to world is pheno1nenal," stated Alexis
the Howard community, in which he Logan Chapel Assistants President,
stressed Christians, and persons living junior political science major.
in the world should seek to resolve.
As the successor of Bishop Desmond
These three issues included interper- Tutu, Ndungane continued to share fue
sonal justice, economic justice, and crisis that is the "Silent Killer" of Soufu
political justice.
Africans.
Presented by the Office of the
"I think it is very appropriate fuat
Provost and Chief Academic Officer, the the archbishop is here to visit with us
Dean of the Chapel, and the School of post-Apartheid era. Even though there
Divinity, the program was set to high- have been significant political gains and
light the issues that plagued not only strides fue quality of life, like human
the African countries, but also to raise rights issues still remains in the foreawareness to the Howard community front. It is going to take a collective
about a means to a devastating ends. struggle fuat is going to involve the
Unfortunately, the words of life spoken organized church to be able to bring
by the Archbishop were delivered to a forth the change in economic opporpoorly attended audience.
tunity in terms of social programming
"Twice the amount of people die in terms of improvement of healthdaily of HIV/AIDS than the Sept. 11 care, access to education and employtragedies, and the whole world stopped ment opportunity," stated S. Tyrone
on tl1at day, moreover, women are at Barksdale, Special Projects Analysts in
the greatest risk fron1 HIV/AIDS, and the Office of the Provost.
young African women are contractNdungane raised the point that
ing the virus at more than two and a the church has not aided in the stighalf times the rate of young men," the ma of testing and protection against
Archbishop stated.
HIV/ AIDS, "South Africans," he states,
With such alarming statistics many "are still ashamed and embarrassed
of the members of the audience were to get tested and use protection and
compelled and were left sitting at the the church has kept silent, and used
BY TORI L. SCARBOROUGH
Graduate Editor

\larlcne lla'.'lbrone· Stan Pho101trapht-r

Archbishop Ndungane spoke to the HU community about the importance of mobilizing, educating and creating
justice for the poor and marginalized HIV/AIDS victims in South Africa.

destructive theology that links sex and
sin and guilt to punishment." He went
on to say that fuis disease is not a punishment from God for sexual immorality, as some have portrayed it, it a
disease like any other."
Some students felt that bis comments were right on time and appropriate for this era. " I think tltis speaker is
especially important because he is an

activist for HIV/ AIDS which affects us,
especially as African-Americans. It is
important that he is here especially now
to present solutions for fuis epidemic,"
Logan stated.
With alife's passion of raising awareness about HIV/AIDS, The Archbishop
stated that he started a trend in the
town of Langa, South Africa by getting tested publicly and decreasing the

stigma of HIV/AIDS testing.
.
"The United States still needs to
understand that there is still a tremendous need to support the ongoing effort
for equal rights and equality and human
rights here, on the continent and around
the globe," Barksdale stated. ·

Willie Gary Speaks at Law School of Education Ranked
School and Offers Words of Among Top National Programs
Encouragement
BY TIFFANY A. BOLDEN
Contributing Writer

BY AMANDA NEMBHARD
Contributing Writer

Well-respected and revered trial attorney
Willie E. Gary delivered an influential speech
about success and staying humble to Howard
law students in the school's Moot Court Room
on Nov. 8. The Association of Trial Lawyets
of America, in conjunction with the Student
Bar Association, hosted the program that was
entitled, "Dream Big Dreams and Refuse to be
. d"
Deme.
Gary, a multi-millionaire attorney, focused
on his success, the reasons why he is the person
he is today, and the advice he has for future
lawyers. "Trial lawyers con1e in a special breed
and there's one quality that you got to have, and
that is you [have] got to refuse to be denied and
never be afraid," Gary said.
Among fuose who attended fue event were
former mayor of Atlanta Bill Campbell, former
baseball All-Pro, Cecil G. Fielder and Gary's
son, Sekou.
L. Chris Stewart, presidentoftheAssociation
of Trial Lawyers of America Howard University
School of Law Chapter, told the audience that
Gary has won more than 150 cases worth in
excess of $1 million each. One of these cases
was one of the largest jury awarded in U.S. history. With these successes, he has earned the
reputation as "The Giant Killer."
Gary urged future lawyers to seek the high
inoral ground. "No matter how great you think
you are, no matter how smart you think you
are, someti1nes you are going to have to call on
a power that's greater than you are," Gary said.
He also ren1inded students of fue importance of remembering who they are and where
they have come from. "You need to know that
pretty soon, you will receive one of fue most
powerful degrees that anyone can have- fue
law degree. You are going to have that power to
see wrong and make it right. You will have an
opportunity to be a voice for fue voiceless."
Gary continued to say, "Don't catch amnesia after you receive this degree. Quite frankly,
you have an obligation to reach out to the less
fortunate. I find that there's too many of us, no
sooner than we make it, we put on our shades
of indifference. My challenge to law students
throughout this nation is to never forget."
Gary said that he is confident that all the
students in the audience would become a success and told the students of his life as a son of
sharecroppers "We were poor and times were
tough, but that didn't stop ine. Born one of 11

~

.......
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in a little house the size of a three-car garage.
But that didn't stop me. I wanted to be good at
something. I wanted to be somebody."
An1os Jefferies, one of Gary's guests and
a State Farn1 Insurance agent, mentioned that
Gary touched the important qualities of becoming a success. "Expressing what it takes is very
important," Jefferies said.
Gary also expressed his gratitude for what
Black colleges were for him and oilier generations when he said, "They were there when
there was no place to go. Talk about Black
colleges because I was a product of one. Every
school in Florida said no, you are not good
enough. But there was a historically Black college in Raleigh, N.C. [Shaw University] that
took a chance on this Black boy. I graduated
from Shaw University and NCCU Law School,
and I have lawyers working for me who graduated from Harvard, Yale and Princeton."
As a prominent attorney, Gary is noted in
countless publications including Ebony, The
New York Times, the Chicago Tribune, and
has been featured on various shows such as 60
Minutes and Oprah. Now, he continues to fight
cases and is CEO of the Black Family Channel, a
family-oriented network geared toward AfricanAmerican families.
Gary closed his inspirational speech by
stating: "You can be as great as you want to be.
The road to success is always under construction. You have to control your own destiny. Set
goals high and make it happen."

The Howard University
School of Education has one of
the top ranked teaching degrees
for graduate students according to the National Council
for Accreditation of Teaching
Education (NCATE).
According to the website
www.howard.edu/schooleducation, the School of Education's
focus is on preparing teachers,
educational leaders and human
support professionals for urban
and diverse settings related
to students who are w1derdeserved.
"All of our school's progra1ns
are special and unique because
we focus on urban and diverse
settings. Howard University
steps up to the plate to take
a leadership role to prepare
African-American students to
achieve the highest level of s:iccess," said Vinetta Jones, dean
of the School of Education.
NCATE . is the standard of
excellence in teacher prepara-

tion. During the 2003-2004 aca- tial preparation or the preparademic year, NCATE fully accred- tion of other professional school
ited the School of Education's personnel.
professional education units.
"Initial [teacher prepara"NCATE underwent a major tion] refers to teaching degrees
change. It is more rigorous, per- and advanced [preparation]
formance based, outcome based, refers to school counselors,
[it] places great en1phasis on psvchologists and adn1inis traincorporating technology and an tors," said Associatt Dean of
integrated assessment plan and the School of Education R.C.
requires a core philosophy that Saravanabhavan.
drives everything throughout
"The five-year teaching prothe program," Jones said.
gram is botl1 initial and advanced
"Doctoral and master degree because our initial degree is at
programs comprise the School the advanced level. NCATE uses
of Education graduate degree fue five-year teaching program
NCATE rankings," said Rosa to deterrr.ine the ranking for
Trapp-Dail, chairman of the the graduate teaching degree, n
department of curriculum and Trapp-Dail said.
instruction.
The flve-year teaching proAccording to ncate.org, the gram is for undergraduate"
School of Education is accredited enrolled in the College of Arts
with both initial teacher prepa- and Sciences in majors of Afroration, all programs at the bac- American studies, English, hiscalaureate or post baccalaureate tory, math or human developlevels that prepare candidates ment. Early childhood educafor the first license to teach, and tion minors are also able for this
on the advanced preparation program. Once the program is
level, all programs at post bac- completed, students will receive
calaureate levels for the continu- a Master of Education (M.Ed)
ing education of teachers who degree in childhood or elemenhave previously completed iniSee RANK, Graduate A7
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Law School Holds Wiley A.
Branton Symposium

(])ear

BY KENNETH MAXEY II

law professor Drew S. Days III
and Wilma A. Lewisa a partner
in Cromwell Moring LLP and
is also a former Lnitcd States
One of the privileges of being
Attorney for the District of
a student at Howard School
Columbia.
of Law, compared to any
Michael Meeroff of the law
other institution in the United
firm that presented the award
States, is that it represents
stated, "Mr. Branton was one
lawyers who have contributed
the greatest human beings I
to justice and equality for all.
ever met, he fought for people
The Wiley A. Branton/Howard and their ability to have equal
Law Journal Symposium
opportunities."
.
"Unfinished Business of the
Panel one was the Title VII
Employment
discrimination
Civil Rights Act of 1964:
Shaping an Agenda for the
discussion. Panel two dealt
Next 40 Years,~ occurred at
with alternative dispute resoluThe Howard Law School.
tion, promise and cautions for
The event was sponsored by civil rights cases. Panel three
the School of Law and the law was about the discrimination
firm of Sidney Austin Brown and segregation in housing: the
and Wood LLP (formerly two continuing Challenge. One of
separate law firms that since the highlights of the day came
May 2001 have merged to cre- from second year law student
ate one of the most important Michelle A. Jones, recipient of
legal powers in the internation- the Wiley A Branton Award.
al arena.)
Jones achieved the honor
The Wiley Branton Howard by having the highest GPA ;is
law journal symposium was a freshman law student 2003a daylong event that educat- 2004. In response to received, enlightened and inspired ing this award, she stated, "
those who attended. The Dean it is such a great honor to be
of Howard Law Kurt Schmoke the recipient of this award,
started the speaker's panels. but with the distinction comes
The Symposium represented the responsibility to carry forthe changes that arc being made ward with the work of Wiley
through panel discussions, fel- A. Branton and to continue his
lowship and the jobs obtained pursuit for social justice and
after graduating from Howard equality."
law school. Other speakers were
Willie A. Branton, of whom
Judith Kilpatrick, associate pro- the award was named, was an
fessor at University of Arkansas African-American attorney and
Law School, Lawrence R. Baca, civil rights activist from Pine
Deputy Director of the office Bluff. Arkansas. Educated in
of tribal justice at the United Pine Bluff, and an army vetStates Department of Justice, eran of \Vorld War II, Branton
Lamont Stallworth, from the spent time teaching Blacks how
University of Chicago and the to mark an election ballot after
keynote speakers were Yale the war. His efforts resulted in
Hilltop Staff Writar
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LauT'yn

is The
advice
column
catered towards college students and wlitten by a voice
that understands. Lauryn,
the voice, gives advice with a
dash of urban edge that leaves
the reader entertained yet
informed. This column tackles issues of the average col~
lege student including career
choices, sex, grades, parents
and dating. Letters can be sent
to
dearlauryn hu@yahoo.
com

Dear Grown A-- Woman
Candidate,
You know and I know that
you are too grown for the lies.
Therefore, I think it's time for
the talk. The talk in which you
tell your mother that you ar~
a young adult who can handle
mature situations. Remind her
of your positive attributes and
assure her that she has raised
you to be a morally upright
citizen of America (A little
exaggeration but you want to
go to Philly don't you?) Tell
her who you're going with and
the precautions you will take.
If you play your cards right
Candidate, you will no doubt
get elected. In the unfortunate case that she's still not
trying to hear you, pack your
bags, map out how to get to
the Liberty Bell and bounce.
Whether she realizes it or not,
you are not a child anymore.
So continue communicating
with her and give updates
on relevant activities, but
she must realize that you're
going to live life the way you
want to. At this point all she
can do is hope and pray that
she taught you right. Out of
respect for her and yourself,
do the right thing.
Lauryn

Dear Lauryn,
My friends and I are planning a trip to Philly. I'm amped
but a bit scared because I
know my mom doesn't want
me to leave off campus, much
less out of the city. I know
that keeping secrets is bad,
but if I told her my plans,
I would no doubt hear the
in-state college threat that
she loves to give. I hate the
fact that my overprotective
and overbearing parents still
hinder me from miles away.
What should I do?
-Grown A-- Woman
Candidate

More African-Americans
Needed in Urban Classrooms
RANK, from Graduate A6

exams. Students must also pass
the Praxis II, the exam used by
tary education.
most of the 50 states to certify a
Students apply for official student to become a teacher.
undergraduate admission to the
Kendra Edwards, firstfive-year teacher education pro- year graduate student in the
gram during their sophomore Elementary Education Program
year. During their senior year, and graduate assistant in the
students appl) to the Office of department of curriculum and
Graduate Admi~sions for admis- instruction said, "I agree with
sion to graduate status. Upon the ranking that we've received.
completion of Arts and Sciences I've learned numerous things in
graduation requirements stu- this department. I hope more
dents receive a bachelor's degree. people will refer to and take
Students are not yet certified to advantage of the resources in
teach until they complete their this department."
fifth year of study as a gradu"[The NCATE] ranking is
ate student, complete a teaching very significant because employinternship, and pass the exposi- ers look for NCATE accreditatory writing and con1prchensive tion. Being that the grad school

.
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is ranked high with NCATE that
shows that Howard is reputable," said Tim Sousa, a graduate
student in the masters of secondary education program.
"I wish that more undergraduate students, such as freshmen
and sophomores, would come
into the teaching program sooner because Howard University
needs to produce nlore effective minority teachers for urban
schools," said Blanche Brownley,
director of Teacher Education
in the deparlment of curriculum and instruction, Howard
University graduate and D.C.
public school educator retiree.
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his being convicted of a misdemeanor for "teaching the
mechanics of voting."
In 1952 Wiley Branton
received his Doctorate of Law
frotn the University of Arkansas
al Fayetteville, where he was
the fourth Black student to
enroll al the institution and the
third Black student to graduate. In 1957, Branton served
as the chief counsel for Black
plaintiffs in the 1957 Little
Rock Desegregation Case.
The Project is still utilized as a
model and was a cooperative
('ffort that successfully registered over 600,000 Black YOters in eleven states and helped
create the momentum for the
1965 Voting Rights Act.
In 1965, Branton moved
to Washington, D.C. and was
appointed as the Executive
Secretal) to President Lyndon
B.•Johnson's Council .on Equal
Opportunity
(1965-1967).
According to l\fs. Jacqueline C.
Young, the manager of publications, "The significance of this
award is that it honors a man
who was an activist and a fighter for justice and civil rights."
Fron1 1972-1974, he was the
head of the Voter Registration
Fund (VRF), a "non-partisan
organization created to provide
funding to tax exempt organizations in support of voter
registration acthities." In 1978,
he becan1e dean of the Howard
Uni\'ersit) School of Law, a
post he held until Sept. 2, 1983.
In 1988, \\'ile) Austin Branton
died, but through his name
lives on a vision and argument
for fairness, opportunity and
equality.

Doctoral Students
Planning to
Graduate in
Spring 2005 Must
Submit the F or1nal
Application for
Admission to
Candidacy by
the Deadline of

November 29,
2004
The deadline for
Proposals for the
Deaf Women &
HIV/AIDS in
Africa
Conference. June
10-12, 2005 at
the Gallaudet
University
Kellogg Center,
is December I 0,
2004. For more
informatio11, visit
\\'\\'\v.deafafncan,,·on1cn.
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WRAPPI#' HEADS
by Fatima

HAIR AND DAY SPA
DAY SPA SERVICES
FACIALS** MANICURES** PEDICURES
WAXING **MASSAGES

CHECK OUT OUR GREAT SPECIALS
Wrap and Curl $23 Hair Cut
$15
Press and Curl $33 Trim
$10
Flat Iron
$28 Flex-Rod I Straw·set $35 &up
Cornrows
$35 Two Strand Twist
$50 &up

EVERYDAY SPECIALS
Relaxer ................................................ $60 & up
included trim, deep conditioner &rinse

Permanent Wave .................................. $65 & up
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE SPECIAL (CAl.l FOR PRICING~
Roller Wraps ** Spiral Curls ** Crimps ** Streaks
Pin-ups ** Color

2632 Georgia Avenue, NW.
Located Across From H.U. School of Business
(above Blimpe's)
202-667 -3037 * 202-330-6920
Every Tuesday and Friday The Hilltop
Premiers a new issue.
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President Bush's Re-election Encourages
Americans to Move to Canada, Well...Not Exactly

Top 10 Reasons
To Move
To Canada

Canada hns unh ersal
public health care.
Miyah Johnson, a fresh2. Canada has no troops in
man human development major
raq
agrees, and says that she too
3. Canada signed the Kyoto
thought about moving. "I always Protocol environmental treaty.
said I would but I really wouldn't
4. More than half of
go all the way to Canada, said Canada's provinces allow sameJohnson. "I don't think it sex marriage.
will make too much of differ5. The Canadian Senate
ence because Canada like any recommends legalizing marijuaother country has its problems na.
as well." Others on Howard's
6. Canada !ias no Jaw
campus say a possible move restricting abortion.
to Canada should be a second
-;. Canada has strict gun
option for Americans, and argue laws and relat1vel'f little viothat citizens should remain in lence.
this country to fight for what
8. The United Nations has
they believe in.
ranked Canada the best country
"We cannot run away from to live in for eight consecutive
our problems because we must years.
face them head on and do every9. Canada abolished the
thing within our power to see death penalty in i976.
change," said D'Andre Allen,
10. Canada has not nm a
a sophomore public relations federal deficit since 1996-97.
major.
•
COURTESY OF WWW.CANA·
!ALTERNATIVE.COM
1.

BY WHITNEY BOGGS
Contnbutin W"t

Although this year's election frenzy is over, disgruntled Americans dismayed by
President Bush's re-election are
seeking residency in Canada,
saying that they cannot lake living under the Bush administration for another four years. "I
just like their way of life a lot
better...Canada's basic population is much morP intelligent.
P.Olite, and civilized,.. said 50year-old Oregon sales manager
Ralph Appoldt to CNN.com.
"Their ta'\ dollars go to helping
those who need it, instead of
funneling money back up to the
wealthy and feeding this huge
n1ilitary -industrial machine ...
Canadian
officials
say
interest in their country began
almost a year b<'fore Bush's reelection, but surged when polls
showed that Bush would defeat

his democratic challenger "\Ve Minister, Judy Sgro told brought into Canada. Cultural
stm1ed last year getting a lot of WorldNet daily, "No, they'll join property, including antiques,
calls fro1n American's dissatis- the crowd like all the other peo- historical objects and furs may
fied with the way the country ple who want lo come to Canada. not be brought across the boris going," said Canadian imn1i- If they're hard-working honest der.
gration lawyer Rudi Kischer to people, there's a process and let
Canadian Jaws tend lo
CNN.com "Then after the elec- them apply".
favor more liberal Americans.
tion, it's been crazy up here. The
The procedures include a Canadians
enjoy
universal
Canadian immigration Web site $500 application fee, a $975 healthcare, more than half of
had 115,000 hits the day after landing tax and a wait that Canada's provinces allow samethe election from the U.S. alone. could last from six months to sex marriages and there are no
We usually only get 20,000 hits." two years. Also, as a require- laws restricting abortion. Also,
Kischer is planning to hold sem- ment of the Department of the Canadian Senate has recominars in three U.S. cities aimed Canadian
Citizenship
and mended that marijuana be made
at pi>rsuading angry Americans Im1nigration, any persons apply- legal in the country. Despite
to mo\'e to Canada. But before ing for Canadian citizenship will the many perks that may come
those Americans start packing have their complete application with a move to Canada, many
their belongings and checking for reviewed to ensure that it meets Howard University students say
property in Canada, tl1ey should all the various immigration cri- that although they've thought
be informed that Canadian offi- teria including medical, criminal about it, a move that far up north
cials say Americans will have and security checks. Possible just isn't in their plans. "I give
to follow the same immigration citizens should also consider full support to those Americans
procedures that an) other for- learning the French language, moving to Canada and I would
eigner would have to.
because it is a primary language if I could but I cannot because
When askc d iftheA1nericans for many of Canada's citizens. of my education," said freshman
would receive any special treat- There arc also strict laws and computer engineering major,
ment, Canadian Immigration regulations about what can be A.fia Gyimah-Boadi.

Rehnquist Still Absent from Court; Possible
Replacement Leaves Blacks Uneasy

Bush Optimistic About Second Term
BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Staff Writer

BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Staff Wnter

Rumors have circulated
around the nation as to whether
Supreme Court Chief Justice
\\'illiam Rehnquist will be retiring due to th1roid cancer.
Rehnquist was admitted
to National l\ledical Center
m Bethesda, l\fd. last month
to have a tracheotomy that
removed cancerous tumors from
his throat. It was predicted that
he would be released in Lime to
sit in on court arguments earlier
this month. Rehnquist has been
released from the hospital, but
has not returned tc• the bench.
.....At the suggestion of m)
doctors, I am continuing to recuperate at home. \.ccording to my
doctors, my plan to return to the
office today was too optin1istic, ..
said Rehnquist in a statement
released .tfter his release from
the hospital. ~1 an1 continuing to
take radiation and chcmotherall) treatments on an outpatient
ha.sis."
It is believed by some that
Rehnquist'~ condition is worse
thnn he is pulling on.
According lo CNN.com,
"Dr. Ann M .. Gillenwater of
the Uni\'ersil)' of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center in
I Iouston said that the combination of chen1olherapy and radiation is the normal treatment
for anaplastic thyroid cancer. a
more serious type.'
The Supreme Court has
not released an) information
except to say that the chief justice und<.'rwent a tracheotomy.
If the cancer is as serious as
some think, there will be the
first open position on the court
in 10 years.
Rehnquist has
ser\'ed as chiefjustice since 1986
"~1cn Prrside . Ronald Reagan
appointed !um to rcpl.lct chief
justice 'Varren Burger I le was
part of thl• court that ended the
2000 election vote recount with
a four to five vote. He also presided over the in1peachment

hearings of President Bill Clinton
when he lied to the courts under
oath about his sex'Ual affair with
intern l\1onica Lowenski.
Citizens are already predicting who will be the ne>.'t appointed chiefjustice should Rehnquist
retir ?.
Rchnquist's replacement
will definitely be significantly
more conservative, making the
Supreme Court slightly more
conservative," said Dr. Lorenzo
Morris, political science chairman at Howard University.
Although Rehnquist is a

black colleges and universities.
"Most minority students not
being able to go to white schools
that are prestigious causing
them to only get into HBCU's
and causing more competition
among the applicants," said
Brittany A \Villiams, a freshman theatre arts major.
Other students are sure
the change will have a minimal
affect on college acceptance, but
worry about the workplace when
they graduate.
"I could not care less about
acceptance into White schools.

Wlllalm Rehnquist has not returned to the Supre me Court
since undergoing treatments for thyroid cancer. He may be
replaced as chief justice, If his health doesn't Improve.
conservative chief justice, he
is moderately so. On issues of
abortion and affirmative action,
he i1s lenient. l\lorris predicts that
conservati\'e views of the ne:-..'t
chief justice will be so strongly
consen·ative, that he 'viii likely
take a stronger position on these
issues, causing reason to believe
there may be changes in the Jaws
concerning each.
"The chief justice of the
Supreme Court sets the tone for
the entire court, ana how his
opinion will be used,.. ?vlorris
said.
Students worry that a potential end to affirmative action will
c;iuse a flooding of historically

I feel like there are enough laws

in place that won't be too many
problems with that. Ilowe\'cr,
I do worry about getting a job
when I graduate in three years.
Corporate America is already
majority White, and they have
not gotten used to the appearance of minorities in higher
positions," said Terrace Rhone,
a sophomore marketing major.
The possibility of Rehnquist
being replaced by a more con~en·ative chief justice leaves
man) in the black community
concerned.
.. Most Civil Rights leaders
are very fearful of the outcome,"
Morris said.

Follo,ving a promisefilled re-election, President
George W. Bush took a week
at Camp David to collect
his thoughts, before returning to \Vashington to la} out
his agenda for the next four
years. Bush said this month's
decisive election victory is a
mandate to continue governing the same way he has, and
republican strategists predict
the president will pursue a
~"" nr .no.ron1
bold agenda. His confidence Preside nt Bus h vows to work with both Democra ts a nd
was bolstered by an election Re publicans during his s econd te rm in office.
victory in which he defeated his
opponent by more than three
Bush defended this action by
million votes, far more than code.
Once again, Bush defended stating that the t.Lx cuts were
the slim victory of 2000. Bush
the
co1nmunity.
made it clear that neither he his decision to invade Iraq and boosting
vowed
that
despite
the
violence
Yet, a number of economists
nor American citizens will allow
and unrest in the country, elec- have said Bush's tax cuts are
him to run a weak term.
tions will be held in January. increasing the country's debt.
~1 don't think you'll Jet me
be too free," he told reporters He also stated his intentions to ~All he talked about today were
at a recent press conference. reduce the number of American things that ,vilJ increase the
'"There's accountability and forces in Iraq, pledging that deficit," said Senator Byron
there's constraints on the presi- there will be approximately Dorgan (D-N.D). ..He's going
125,000 Iraqi troops trained in to ha,·c to at some point condency, as there srould be:·
Bush said his first tern• preparation of the United States front reality."
The deficit currently. tands
helped him to become "sea- departure from the land.
Another oopular concern at approxi1nately $413 bilsoned to Washington."
for Americans, Social Security, lion, a surprising turn from
~rve cut my political eye
teeth. I'm aware of what can will also be a prioritv on Bush's the expected $5.6 trillion surhappen in this town," Bush agenda. Bush's plan to fix pro- plus the coun~ry held after the
gram, calls for allowing taxpay- end of Bill Clinton's two-term
said.
The president promised to ers to build a personal savings presidenc) just four years ago.
work in a bipartisan manner, account using the tax dollars Along \vith the plans for the
working with both Republicans they pay into social security future, Bush has expressed his
and Democrats, to achieve the every year. He acknowledges desire to cut the deficit in half
goals he has set for his second the plan will require the help by 2009; a feat that Robert
of De1nocrats and is quite dif- Bixby, executiv<.> director of th ·~
term.
bipartisan Concord Coalition
" ... I'm fully prepared to ficult.
"Othenvise, it would have that favors deficit reduction,
work 'vith both Republican,
Democratic
leadership
to already been done," he said. doubts is possible.
"I don't think you can do all
advance an agenda that I think ''But it's necessary to confront
I'm looking forward to of that and still cut the deficit in
makes a big difference to the it.
country,.. Bush said. "I \viii working with Democrats on it. half in five years," Bixby said.
Students fear further defiwork with both Republican and I'm not sure we can get it done
Democratic leaders. They will without Democratic participa- cit problems.
.. As long as our deficit
see I'm genuine about working tion."
An important issue raised keeps gro,ving, our economy
toward some of these importhroughout the campaign was has no wa~ of improving.· said
tant issues:·
Sen. John Kefl'} Edward Thomas, a freshman
The agenda for the next tax cuts.
·The
four years \vill focus on pursu- repeatedly criticized Bush for fine arts maJor, said.
ing terrorists, improving edu- the s ize of the tax cut given to the worse the economy, the more
cation, continuation of tax cuts, top two percent of Americans, of a struggle it will be to get a
and reforming the current tax ins tead of the middle class. job, even with a degree."

Man Sentenced for Having Unprotected Sex, Despite HIV Positive Status
BY NICHIA MCDONALD
Contributing Writer

Anthony \Vhitfield, 31, of Lacey,
\Vash. whom authorities say deliberately exposed almost 20 women to the
HIV ,;rus, was convicted on 17 counts
of first-degree assault with sexual moti,·ation on No'. 15. He awaits sentencing on Dec. 21, where he ma} receive
up to190 )Cars in prison. Various news
outlets report that \\'hitfield committed these acts despite being informed
of his condition while ~erving a 1>riso11
sentence in Oklahoma in 1992.
Five won1en who were previously
involved \vith Whitfield have already
tested positive for I £IV, while another
has contracted full-blown AIDS. Health
officials say that al least 45 people

believed lo have been sexually in\'olved its kind. 1111997 Nushawn Willia1ns 20,
with \Vhitfield refused to be tested or was accused of spreading HIV to at
cannot be found. They estin1ate that least nteenage girls in western New
as many as 170 people may be infected York. He was the first person to be
through contact \vith Whitfield or one named publicly in the United States
of his partners.
for having unprotected sex 'vith women
At the time of his arrest in March after testing positive for HIV. It was his
2004, authorities were not aware of the case that sent law makers in a frenzy to
nun1ber of women that may have been find ways to prosecute other offenders.
exposed to the virus; and the extent to Williams, like Whitfield was charged
which the it coulcl have been spread. 'vith assault.
The court, viewinb him as a threat to
~1any Howard University students
others acted with caution and set his arc outraged that this situation and
bail at $500,000.
others like it have not been prevented.
At his trial which began on Oct.25,
"It's scary to think that the law
two women testified that Whitfield makers have not been able to find a
often joked that if he ever found out he way lo prevent these situations from
had HIV he would give it too as many occurring, said Anna Kay Johnson, a
women as possible.
fresh1nan vre-pharmacy major. "People
Whitfield's case is not lhe first of testing positive for the virus should be

required to share this information 'vith
others. Is their privacy worth more than
everyone else's safety?" said Johnson.
According to the United States
Health
and
Human
Services
Department, people testing positive for
HIV are not obligated, under law, to
notify others of their infection.
However, current laws allow the
prosecution of an individual who is
aware of his/her HIV infection and
recklessly endangers the lives of others
by having unprotected sex without notifying their partner. Failure to notify a
partner will be viewed as assault, which
is defined by Electric Law Library as
"Whenever one person makes a willful
attempt or threat to injure someone
else."
"What Anthony Whitfield and other

criminals like him are doing is attcn1pted murder.," said Damion Cooper, a
sophomore chemistry major.
On the other hand, others believe
that Whitfield is not fully responsible
for the spreading of the virus.
Junior radio, television and film
major Envin John said, ··1 don't blame
him totally because we all know that
HIV is very common in this day and
age. The ladies should have been more
careful."
John went on to say, ''Ultimately,
he deserves what he gets, but people
need to open their eyes to the reality
of STD's and stop taking sex so lightly.
For being such a serious act, sex is
extremely underrated."
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Colin Powell Resigns as Secretary of State, Rice Likely Successor
BY KEVIN HARRIS

Highlights of Colin Powell's Career

Nation and World Editor

Secretary of State Colin
Powell resigned from his post
Monday and was replaced
by National Security Advisor
Condoleezza Rice on Tuesday,
various news outlets report. In
a letter given to President Bush
last Friday, Powell told the president he was ready to return to
life as a private citizen. "Now
that the election is over the time
has come for me to step down as
secretary of state and return to
private life," said Powell in his
resignation letter to Bush. ~I
therefore resign as the 651h secretary of state, effective at your
pleasure." In a news confer"-.ll .mkl ..UI b.rr.t'Om
ence held Monday at the State Critics often speculated that Powell was on the outside of the Bush Administration's inner
Department, Powell told a room circle.
full of reporters that he will cherish his time served as secretary
of state and said he was proud leader Yasser Arafat, which disagreement was the Iraq War. Security Advisor to head the
of the work the department has caused many Washington insid- Powell urged more caution in state department. If confirmed
done. "I will always treasure the ers to predict that Powell would dealing with Saddam Hussein by the senate, Rice will be the
four years that I have spent with remain in Bush's cabinet long and persuaded the president to first African-American woman
President Bush and with the enough to reach a peace agree- work with the United Nations to become secretary of state.
wonderful men and women of ment between the Palestinians before launching an invasion. Despite rumors that she was
the department of state," Powell and Israelis. A senior State The former four star general also interested in becoming secresaid to reporters. "I think we've Department official shot down caused some waves in the media tary of defense, Rice graciously
accomplished a great deal." this theory, telling CNN.com when he publicly disagreed with accepted the job of secretary
Powell said the president wasn't that Powell "never asked to stay the Bush Administration 0n of state and told reporters on
surprised by his resignation and and was never asked to leave." affirmative action, telling report- Tuesday that succeeding Powell
told reporters he never intended White House officials also told ers that he thought the program will be a humbling experience.
to serve more than four years. CNN that Powell had been dis- was still necessary. Powell said "It is humbling to imagine suc"It has always been my intention cussing his resignation with the although he is now essentially ceeding my dear friend and
that I would serve one term," president for quite sometime and a lame duck, he thinks that he mentor Colin Powell. He is one
Powell said. "I'm not leaving that the two men had reached a can be effective during his final of the finest public servants
today. I just offered my resigna- "mutual agreement," on Powell's days in office. "I think that I our nation has ever produced,"
tion. I expect to act fully as sec- resignation. Despite being the will be able to be quite effective said Rice. The president also
retary of state until I do leave." most prominent and high pow- for the remainder of my term," beamed while publicly nominatDespite his intentions, specula- ered African-American in Bush's said Powell. Bush wasted no ing Rice for the job. "During the
tion began to surface that Powell cabinet, Powell often ran into time picking Powell's succes- last four years I have relied on
was considering remaining at his conflict on a host of issues with sor, and announced Tuesday her counsel, benefited from her
post for at least two more years. Vice President Dick Cheney and at a press conference from the great experience and appreciThe speculation was height- Secretary of Defense Donald White House that Rice will ated her sound and steady judgened by the death of Palestinian Rumsfeld. Their most notable move from her post as National ment," said Bush. "The secre-

ACHIEVEMENTS
• Earned the rank of Four
Star General after serving in the
U.S. Army for 35 years.
• Became
National
Security
Advisor
under
President Regan. {1987-1989)
• Served as chairman of
lhe Joinl Chiefs of Staff, the
!1ighest nlilitary position in the
Department of Defense. {19891993)
• Author of bestselling
autobiography ~~ly American
Journey" {1995)
• Founded and became
chairperson
of
..Americas
Promise," a foundation dedicated to making America's youth a

top priority. {1997)
• NominatedbyPresiden'
Bush for Secretary of StatE
{2000)

AWARDS
• Two
Presidential
Medals of Freedom
• The Presidents Citizen~
Medal
• The Congressional Gold
:Medal
• The Secretary of StatE
Distinguished Sen'ic<> Medal
• Tht: Secretary of Energ)
Distinguished Service Medal

• .. •.
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Rice will replace Powell as Secretary of State, making her the
first African-American woman to serve in the post.

tary of state is America's face to
the world, and in Dr. Rice the
world will see the strength, the

grace, and the decency of our
country."

Peterson Found Guilty, Charged
With First and Second Degree Murder

Georgia Native Set to Become Oldest
Woman in America to Give Birth

BY TEVIE MONK

coach at St. Louis University,
\Vomen who desire to have
gave birth to twins at the ag<: of children in their fifties face
Contributing Writer
55. In 2001 60-year-old Arceli some challenges. For example,
Women over 50 are doing Keh gave hirth lo a daughter in most cannot conceive their own
eggs and must achieve a pregmore than getting ready to Japan.
In the last decade, the nancy througl} in \'itro fertilizaretire these days. More and
more, they are becoming new demographics of motherhood tion (IVF), using the egg of a
have changed drastically. The younger woman.
moms.
\Vith IVF, a woman is treatOn November 9, Aleta St. birth rates among women aged
James, a single 56 year-old 40 lo 44 jumped an enormous ed \\'ith fertility dn1gs to stimumotivational speaker fron1 70 percent; and in 2002, 263 late the development of hiyher
New York, gave birth to healthy births took j>lace in women quality eggs. Thi procc s helps
twins, Gian and Francesca; just OVCr 50.
to ensure that .1 sufficient numFor some it is a result of ber of healthy eggs are av-ailthree days shy of her 57th birthday. She almost beat the record getting married later in life, able for fertilization. Eggs are
of 57 year-old Judy Cates who others put children on hold in then .. retrieved" or collected
became the oldest woman to order to pursue their education and prepared for insemination using sperm from the
have h'lins on December
9, 1998. But don't hand
male partner or a donor.
Fertilization occurs in a
the tittle back to Cates
•
laboratory dish and \'lilhin
yet. Next month Frances
Harris, a 59 year-old
72 hours after fertilization,
great grandn1other from
specialists place the eggs in
a woman's \\omb.
Georgia, will deliver t'vins
despite having her tubes
Al'hour h this procetied thirty years ago.
dure has been effective in
Harris told various news
the past. its cos ts range
outlets that the tubes
from seven to ten thousand
became ~untied" over the
dollars , and there are risks
involved.
years. The Georgia native
told CNN that she wasn't
These risks include,
trying to get pregnant,
but arc not limited to the
and only found out about
possibility of failure, mul•••.ntkl.orc
tiple pregnancies. o,·adan
it after she went to sec her More and more women in their
doctor. "A lot of things golden years are deciding to have
H::perstimulation S.> ndrome
changed about me," said children.
{OHSS) and a higher chance
Harris to CNN. ''I started
of Caesarean delivery. Other
craving grapes, and apples,
possible risks are entopic
pregnancy, in which the pregthings I don't usually crave. By and get their careers going.
But some on Howard nancy 0ccurs outside the womb
then I was four months pregnant." When she found out University's campus do not and pre-eclampsia, a complicashe was pregnant, Harris said understand this growing trend. tion marked by high blood presdoctors had to break the news Carolyn Smith, who works in the sure and protein in the urine.
to her gently. "They had to VP Provost office for Student
Dr. Jonathon Scher, a docsit me down. I couldn't even Affairs al Howard University, tor at the Mount Sinai Medical
talk.·· Harris is a mother of says she would never consider Center in New York told various news outlets, "For wo1nen
five, \'lith 14 grandchildren, having a baby at 50.
and six great-grandchildren.
"Wo1nen who are having over 50, childbirth caries risks,
She had her first child at 15, babies over 50 must be going such as gestational diabetes,
which means when she gives through a mid life crisis or and autoin1mune diseases that
birth next month, 44 years will something," said Smith. Dr. could lead to miscarriages."
separate her eldest child from Richard Paulson, a professor at Scher went on to say that there
her youngest. Harris divorced the University ofSouth Carolina is little risk that the child ''lill
the h'lin's father, 60 year-old disagrees, he told various news not be born healthy. MThere are
Raymond Harris years ago, but outlets that mothers over 50 relatively few risks to the chiltold CNN they plan to remarry should be celebrated not con- dren because donor eggs are
demned. "There is no reason usually from women in their
before the nvins are born.
St. James and Har:is are to exclude women over 50 from early 20s."
not the only women to catch motherhood on the ba.c;is of age
Nonetheless, the newborn
baby fever later in life. Women alone, "said Smith. "Fifty year- child of a 5oyear-old mothacross the country, as well as old women today now run the er faces a low, but increased
the world, have given birth country. They are senators and chance of having some kind of
during their golden years. In CEOs and lawyers. They may chromosome abnormality, the
2002, Marilyn Nolen, a former even be better prepared to have most common being Down synOlympic athlete and volleyball children."
drome.
BY LEANNE ATTELONEY

Contributing Writer

Scott Peterson was found
guilty of first and second-degree
murder last Friday for killing
his pregnant wife, Laci and their
unborn son, Connor. The penalty phase of the trial is set to
begin Monday, and Peterson
will potentially face the death
penalty or life in prison without
the possibility of parole.
During the penalty phase
of the trial, individuals will testify about both the characters of
Peterson and Laci. Laci's mother,
Sharon Rocha, will likely have an
emotional testimony about losing her daughter and grandson.
"Laci's mother is going to get up
there and she's going to break
down," said Daniel Horowitz, a
criminal defense attorney and
trial observer, in an interview
with the Associated Press. "Her
voice is going to crack."
It is unlikely that Peterson
will testify and ask the jury to
spare his life, because doing so
would be an admission of guilt
and void any chances he has for
an appeal. Instead, testimonies
from his parents are expected.
Legal analyst say the guilty
verdict on first-degree murder,
signaled a knock out victory for
the prosecution. "What the firstdegree murder means is that the
jury completely accepted the
prosecution theory and rejected
the defense theory," said Paula
Canny, a former prosecutor
who followed the trial, in an
article that appeared on The
Washington Post's website.
The verdict ended months
of debate across the country,
as to whether or not Peterson
was guilty, and if so, what his
punishment should be. Howard
University students were no different and expressed similar
views to those held by many following the trail.
"I thought he was guilty
from the beginning," said
Halima Sow, a junior political
science major. Junior rom1nunications management major,
Kalu Ugwuomo agreed.
"He
acted suspiciously for someone claiming to be innocent. I
thought he was guilty the whole
time; it was something in his

Peterson was found guilty of first and second degree murder.
Authorities say he killed his wife and unborn son to escape
the pressures of married life.

eyes," Ugwuomo said. "I think
he should be punished with life
in prison because I don't really
believe in the death penalty."
Prosecutors contend that
Peterson killed Laci in their
home, and then drove her body
90 miles west of ~1odesto, tied
cement anchors to Laci's body,
and threw her over his boat in
the San Francisco Bay. Laci was
reported missing on Christmas
Eve two years ago. In April of
2003, the remains of an infant
boy washed up on the shores of
the San Francisco Bay. One day
later, the ren1ains of a decapitated female washed up near the
infant's body. Tests concluded tllat the bodies belonged to
Laci and Connor. Shortly after,
Peterson, who was carrying
$15,000 in cash and had died
his hair blond, was arrested just
north of the Mexican border and
charged \'lith two felony counts
of murder.
The prosecution team portrayed the fertilizer salesman
as deceitful, saying he had
two faces. To some, Peterson
appe 1red to be a loving and caring husband, but turned out to
be someone who cheated on his
wife and killed her in an attempt
to escape marriage and fatherhood.
Over the course of his trial,

184 witnesses were called to testify. Peterson's defense attorney, Mark Geragos, told the jury
that although they had heard
many accounts of the type of
individual that Peterson was, a
direct link could not be made
between Peterson and the murders, and they should put aside
personal opinions of Peterson
when deliberating on the verdict.
During the closing days of
the trial, it appeared that a mistrial was coming. The original
jury of 12, including six males
and six females, changed many
times. First, juror No. 7 was dismissed after it was discovered
that she did her own research on
the case. Then, juror No. 5 was
dismissed, however, the reason
was not disclosed.
For now, Peterson will have
to prepare himself for prison,
regardless of expected appeals.
"It will be a hard time for
him," said Laurie Levenson, a
Loyola Law School Professor, in
an interview with the Associated
Press. "Initially, he may be segregated. But life in segregation
can be difficult. It's more likely
he'll end up in general population. He's going to have to learn
how to survive. As far as the
inmates are concerned, he's a
wife killer and a baby killer."
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Do you feel The Hilltop
is the voice of the student
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How often do you read The
Hilltop?

Would you read The Hilltop
if it were
published five .t imes a week?
j

You've seen the grade that
we give our student officials,
now tell us what you
think of us!
Goto
www.thehilltoponline.com
and fill out
The Hilltop
survey.
We can't be the student
voice without your voice.
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BY J OHN SCHRIFFEN
Contributing Writer

Even though the MEAC championship won't be on the line when the
Bison face off against Delaware State
this Saturday, the game has not lost any
of its importance. For 1nany of the 22
seniors on the roster it marks the last
time they will ever put on the pads, and
they all want to go out with a win to finish up strong at 7-4 on the season.
"We haven't won a senior day in
the last two years that I've been here,"
said Head Coach Ray Petty. "We have a
great senior class and I think they are
going to take a lot of pride in this game
to go out and have a victory in their last
home st.ind."
Howard is con1ing off of a huge
emotional win over Bethune-Cookman
College last week where the defense
managed to hold the opposition to only
seven points. With that dominant per-

The Bison w ill pay homage to the team's seniors this Saturday when the final game of the season is
played at Greene Stadium. Back row f rom left: Prinz Milton, David Oliver, Kendrick Jordan, Lawrence
Joseph, Norman Smith, Michael Byrd, Brian J ohnson, Mike Sanders, Dominique Ric hardson. Front
row from left: Antoine Hartfield, Ronald Bartell Jr., Roland 'Jay' Colbert, Fred Turner, Jonathan
Howard and Tralan Andrews .

•
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formance the defensive unit has been
awarded the number one defense in
the MEAC conference as well as the
12th best defense in all of Division 1-AA
football.
Coach Petty has preached the
importance of defense since his first
year at the helm of the Bison, and it
certainly has been the catalyst of the
team this year.
"You always want to have a foundation to start with something. My focus
has been to be sure that Wt. got our
defense in place," said Coach Petty.
"Defense has been our base in building
this program."
Delaware State comes in with a pass
heavy offense that will certainly test the
Bison's secondary. The Hornets average
only 61 yards per game on the ground
while they throw for O\cr 220, which
ranks them second in the !v1EAC. The
Hornets are led by junior quaiterback
Bryan Botts who has thrown for 1,624

yards, 10 TDs, and 9 interceptions on
the year. His favorite targets have been
senior wide receiver Thomas ~olden
(51 receptions, 650 yards, 2 TDs) and
Rashod Coleman (34 receptions, 430
yards, 2 TDs).
But Coach Petty is not overly concerned about the Hornets passing attack
because his defense has played against
some good passing teams alr,•ady this
year.
..Charleston Southern threw the
ball well, Alcorn State was a verv good
passing team as well as Alabama State,"
explained Coach Petty. "That is not to
take anything away from Delaware
State but we have faced son1e good
teams that can throw the ball around."
Offensively for the Bison, senior
running back Jay Colbert looks to reach
the 1,000-yard rushing nlark on the
season for the second time in his career.
He needs only 70 yards to eclipse that.
mark, and that would make him only

•

-Head Coach Ray Petty

the second running back in school history to have two i,ooo-yard rushing
seasons.
"Jay is a good football player,"
praised Coach Petty. ..He is having a
good season, actually an outstanding
season. I'm sure the entire team would
Ion' to see him leave this weekend in
his final home gan1e and rush for 1,000
yards... Even though this would be a
big milestone for Colbert as well as the
team, winning comes first for coach
Petty. "Our game plan is not going to
be to get him 1,000 yards but to win
the game. But he will be touching the
ball."
Having watched this team since
day one, the progress they have made
over the course of the season is alanning. If you think about the fact that
they are eight points away from playing in the MEAC championship (losing by 1 point to North Carolina State
and 7 to South Carolina State) it really

puts their season in perspective. Being
that it's senior day, and playing a team
as geographically close as Delaware
State, it provides a great atmosphere
and a game that will be played down to
the last second. Even though it's not
homecoming, and LL Cool ,J won't be
there, the student body should show
their supp(• t tot this team by l' ititing
the stadiun1 and giving the seniors the
sendoff that they deserve.
Defensive linen1an Prinz Milton is
the only notable injury that will not
play.
Senior quarterback Antoine
Hartfield as wc1l as junior fullback
Kevin Tyson are both questionable to
play and are awaiting clearance by the
doctors. Game time is 1 p.n1, at Greene
Stadiun1.

Coach Allen and Bison
Basketball Ready for Season

New Recruits Have
Great Lead to Follow

BY ZAKIYAH WILLIAMS

BY ESTHER HOWARD

Contributing Writer

As the cooler collegiate months set in,
Burr Gymnasium should prove to be a warmer stomping ground for Howard University
students as the men's basketball team is
ready and willing to heat up the lives of anyone who attends their games.
The first home game is scheduled for
Monday, Nov. 29 in Burr Gymnasium. The
Bison will take on the Portland State Vikings.
The Vikings, who were 11-16 last year, kick
off their first game of the season today, but
have circled their head-to-head game with
the Bison. The Bison were asked if they were

nervous about the upcoming game against
Portland, and they responded that opposing
players' stats are not received until the day
before the game. This fact, as most players
pointed out, doesn't give them enough time
to internalize the opposition and get nervous
about the match-up.
The coaching staff is prepared for anything this year. Head Coach Frankie Allen and
Assistant Coaches Aki Thomas and Dawud
Abdur Rabkman, are getting the Bison basketball team ready for the beginning of the
season and have been consumed with heavy
training since the summer. The men's basketball team attends practices daily from 2-4
See BBALL, Sports 62

Contributing Writer

All l'ro PhOIQ\:raph)

The Bison will rely on the experience
of Guard Louis Ford.

Now that fall is coming
to a close, it is rio longer the
time for standing and cheering in outdoor stands watching
Howard's football and soccer
games. With winter ahead, it
is the season for indoor sports
to take a front seat. Lady Bison
Head Basketball Coach Cathy
Parson is eagerly anticipating
this year's core competition
which includes rivals Hampton
University, Delaware State
University and Coppin State.

However, the anticipation of seeing the talent of the
Lady Bison's new recruits does
arise. Watching as recruits
unfold into key players and
team leaders is always an
exciting sidebar for any avid
fan. Howard's women's basketball team has welcomed
three new recruits this year.
All three are entering Howard
University as freshmen and
have perfected their crafts in
the South. Ebony Lacey and
Asha Santee are both from
Texas while Terease Thomason
See RECRUITS, Sports 63
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Renovations and Concerns for Greene Stadium
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Greene Stadium is quickly becoming one of
the niost inadequate stadiums in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference. The stadium, which seats
around 10,000 people, has an extremely small
press box and a track that has not been resurfaced
since 1986. Although the artificial surface of the
football field is up to par and was upgraded five
years ago, the stadium itself is in need.
Bison new to the university or visitors may
be surprised when entering Greene Stadium for
the first time. Most complaints regarding Greene
Stadium arise during homecoming, as the stadium
is not large enough to accommodate all of the
students who would like to attend the most popular football game of the season. Senior electrical
engineering major, Simara James said, "I feel the
stadium is adequate, but there is never enough
room for everyone at homecoming. I think we
should have our game at a different location that
way more students will be able to attend."
Women's Soccer Head Coach Michelle Street
agrees with Sin1ara Jan1es. She said, "I feel the
stadium is inadequate. The high usage of the
field has caused some tears in the turf outside the
lines. Better maintenance of the field is necessary. I
think the condition of the stadium affects attendance. If the field was updated and renovated I
think more students would participate in sporting
events at the stadium."
While James and other students may find the
field adequate, people who use it everyday may
feel differently. The football, lacrosse, soccer, and
track and field teams all use the field and they
aren't happy with its below-par status.
Track and Field Head Coach Michael Merritt
said, "The track has been a thorn in my side for

JdHtarlng

Students, who packed t hemselves into a full-to-capacity Greene Stadium during this year's
homecoming game, had a difficult time navigating Greene Stadium's entrances and stands.

a long time. The administration knows about its
condition and we've been discussing matters. The
only problem is where the funding will come
from."
Student-athletes agree. with Coach Merritt
about the doWJ1side of Greene Stadium. Some
runners are unhappy with the condition of the

New Faces in the Mix
skins, which has the coach in Nickelson led Ray High School
high hopes for this season.
to the state championship semiContributing Writer
"James is an excellent finals. That proved enough for
Combine two parts junior defender, rebounder, very ath- Coach Allen to take note. His
college all-star, one part six- letic shot blocker and capable success in high school should
foot-eight-inch freshman from of scoring inside," Allen said. be a testament to his hard work
a state where everything is big "We're really counting on those and faith.
"Sidney is a very good
and one part optimistic head two guys because they've got
coach and you get a good mix of experience from the junior col- rebounder, very athletic and
we're really looking to him to
Howard University's new 2004- lege level."
provide a lot of depth to our
2005 Men's Basketball lineup.
inside play," Allen said.
New York native and graduWith two new players who
ate of Neosho Junior College
have already played at a high
in Kansas, Cliffone Ault has
level of competitiveness at
already proven himself a valujunior college and a particularly
able addition to the Bison basskilled freshman, Head Coach
ketball team. With an impresAllen feels confident that, with a
sive high school scoring average
little fine-tuning, he has a strong
of 33 points per game and 36
team for this season.
points in his first scrimmage as
"I think they're going to
a Bison, Head Coach Frankie
make the adjustments, but I
Allen believes Ault will have a
think so far, from the practices
lot to contribute to the Howard
that they've picked up on our
team.
systems and they understand
"We really feel that he will
that you have to raise your game
help our team because one of
to a higher level," he said.
our deficiencies from last seaWhile new names, faces and
son was our lack of scoring out>ro >11010jtnp y
styles of play have a tendency
put. \\Te're really counting on James McBryde, who transto disrupt a team's dynamic,
him to be a prolific scorer for fered from Erie Community
the issue of how to accommous," Allen said.
College in upstate New York
date new players is virtually non
Not only does Ault have an is expected to have a big
existent, as the Men's Basketball
impressive point average, but impact for the Bison.
team suffers few growing pains
also he helps his team's defense
with a smooth transition.
with rebounds and assists.
"I've been really pleased
"Last week he had six steals and
Six-foot-eight-inch fresh- with their work ethic and I realactually led our team in steals,"
man Sidney Nickelson of Corpus ly see the new players blending
Allen said.
A junior college all-star as Christie, Tex. might be new to in with our team," Allen said. "I
well, James McBryde of Erie MEAC division basketball, but think if we can get the blend of
Community College in upstate he is by no means new to the the new guys with the old guys,
New York holds promise for his game. The high school basket- we could have something spenew MEAC team as well. He ball star will be a power for- cial this year."
has demonstrated exceptional ward for the Bison this season.
BY SUSAN WALKER

track and the obstruction the removable bleachers cause. Some student-athletes are not even too
sure about the artificial turf used at the stadium.
Junior marketing major Bradley Hayes agreed
that many athletes would prefer if the field were
actually grass instead of the turf. He added,
"Entrance into the stadium itself is a problem.

There needs to be a closer entrance to the field
besides the one that runs under ground from the
locker rooms. The drainage syste1n is inadequate
so when it rains problems arise."
Other students feel the appearance of Greene
Stadium detracts from the overall appearance of
the university. Sophomore political science major
Mark McGlone said, "Greene Stadium is too small
compared to other HBCU stadiums. The limited
amount of space works well by bringing students
together, but I still feel it should be bigger and
updated."
Senior Dawn Hay agreed with McClone. She
said, "I don't feel the stadium is sufficient enough
for Howard's campus. The bleachers are very old,
and in comparison to other stadiums, Howard's
seems extremely small." Hay added, "I also think
the areas surrounding the stadium need to be
kept better. I think it will attract more people and
students, and motivate our sports teams if the stadium was updated and better kept."
Students have expressed concerns about the
upkeep of Greene Stadium, new seating, and even
the addition of another scoreboard.
However, senior Simara James has a different
concern. She feels the stadium is being overused.
She said, "Students who would like to use the
track for fitness purposes are not allowed to do
so' because teams usually practice during peak
hours. I think there should be an alternative field
solely for team practices or for non-student-athletes who would like to use the track."
Director of Athletics, Sondra Norrell-Thomas
said the administration is aware that the stadium
needs to be renovated and updated. The matter
has been discussed and an estimation of cost has
been derived. Where and when the university
will receive funding for renovations has not been
determined.

Sharks to Take a Bite
Out of George Mason
BY SHENNETH DOVE-MORSE
Contributing Writer

The Howard Sharks swim team is due to take
on the George Mason Patriots in an invitational
meet in Fairfa.x, Va. that starts today and finishes
on Sunday. The 1uen's and women's teams will
be competing in this meet and are positive about
their chances of success.
Head coach of the Sharks, Roy Fagin has an
optimistic outlook as to how the team will perform in this meet. "I always expect that we will be
able to swim faster than we have before," Fagin
said. The events that Coach Fagin thinks the team
will excel in are primarily the sprint events. "We
have some talented swimmers and they should
do well in these ev~nts," Fagin stated.
"I think we will do well in the trials and
the finals at the meet. I think we will sec more
Howard te<im members in the finals this year.
We are doing better this year compared to how
we were doing this time last year," explained
Joshwin Hall, a sophomore Shark team member. "My personal goal is to have nly best times,
especially in the 200 meter backstroke. I have
only swum this event one other time this year,"
Hall said.
The Sharks want to use this meet as a measuring stick to see where they stand compared
to other teams in the area. According to Coach
Fagin, "The Patriot meet is a good way to look at
where we are and see what improvements need
to be made."
The Sharks are not discouraged that the
Patriots team is larger t11an Howard's team,
but it is something they have to keep in mind.
Howard's team consists of 13 men and 17 women.
On the other hand, George Mason's team consists
of 23 men and 24 women. A larger squad means
that less pressure will be placed on the Patriot

swimmers over the weekend-long S\vim meet.
"The fact that George Mason's team is bigger does affect our chances. They will have more
relays and relays give a lot of points if you do
well," said sophomore Shark team member
Nadya Nicholas. Nicholas's main event is the ·.oo
meter fly stroke and she is also the captain of the
women's team.
Shark team members feel they are better
prepared for this meet than they were last year.
"I believe that we \vill do really well this year.
We have more team members that are willing to
come to practice and the more we practice, the
better we will do in this meet," Nicholas assured.
Nicholas also has personal goals for this
meet. "My best time is 59.2 seconds and I want
to beat this time to get 58 seconds. If I can do
this I will break Howard's record as well which is
58.99 seconds."
When Fagin compares the Sharks' performance last year to the expectations for this year,
he thinks the team has no option but to perform
better. "We swam well last year but we did not
win," Fagin said.
It is still tl1e beginning of the Shark's swimming season and the team has already started
preparing for their largest and final competition
of the season, the NEC Championship that will
take place in Landover, ~1d. in Febntary. The
Patriot meet, along with other competition's follo,ving it, ,viJI prepare the team for this important
competition. Last year, the men's team finished
fourth and the women finished ninth.
Coach Fagin hopes that the Patriot invitational meet is just the start of a better season
lhan last year. "I hope that we will improve every
year," Fagin said. "With the kind of s'vimmers
we are bringing into Howard's program, this
improvement is almost a given."

2004 Season Sets Hopes
Anew For Bison·Basketball
BBALL, from Sports 81

p.m. and on the weekends the
schedule varies.
As far as the gameplan and
what is expected, Coach Allen
said, "This season is going to
be more up-tempo, more exciting and there will be more scoring." He wanted loyal fans and
Howard University students to
know that this year is going to
be different than other years
due to the massive amount of
talent on the team.
"This season's captain is
Louis Ford who was part of the
all MEAC Pre Season Selection,"
Coach Allen said. Ford has been
a member of the team for quite
some time now and has proven
his worth with his tremendous
leadership qualities. Coach Allen

also had much to say about the
new talent on the team.
"Look out for Sydney
Nickelson who is a promising
new freshman and power forward James McBride, who is an
excellent scorer. Cliffone Ault
is another promising new player," said Coach Allen, who also
mentioned the team's exceptional returning players such as
Stanley Greene, Derek Mitchell,
Jason Trotter, Will Gant and
Darryl Hudson. All received
honorable mention from Coach
Allen and add to the tremendous firepower that is expected
this basketball season.
Sophomore business management major and returning member Stanley Greene is
ecstatic about the season. "I look

fonvard to our games being a lot
more high-energy, a lot more
scoring and (for us to have) a
better record overall." Greene
continued, "I can't wait. I'm so
anxious for the season to start.
I'm anxious to get a bigger fan
base and I'm even more anxious
for a MEAC championship."
Team members and coaches are all looking forward to a
fast-paced, high adrenaline and
arousing season of high scoring
games backed by good numbers
in the "win" column. With an
overall season record last year of
6-22, the men's basketball team
is determined to show students,
faculty and fans just exactly
what they are made of.

All Pro Pho1ographJ

Breast stroke swimmer Kerhyi Grantt and the Sharks head to Virginia this weekend to battle
George Mason University. Head Coach Fagin expects even better results this weekend and
assured, " I always expect that we will be able to swim faster... "
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Collegiate Colors: Student-Athletes Show ~heir HU Pride
BY SONIA SUMMERS
Contributing Writer

Puerto Rico and Cape Verde flags hanging on
opposite walls are the most noticeable things upon
entering Antonio Leite's room, a member of the
Howard University lacrosse team who says, "the
flags stand as a reminder to what is closes to his
heart."
The flags, which hang on opposite walls to
each other, stand as a reminder to what is closest to Leite's heart. Around the rest of his room
there are party flyers posted and magazine cut
outs of women. The only object in Leite's room
that pertains to the game he plays is his lacrosse
stick and ball.
"I have [magazine] cut outs of lacrosse and
other sports, but I just need to post them on the
wall," Leite said. "I also have photos of determination and inspirational quotes to keep me focused
on the game." His reason for his pictures and
quotes not being posted yet is because of laziness. Leite feels the need to decorate his room to
show his love for lacrosse, but just has not gotten
around to doing it.
While time is the reason Leite has not decorated his room ~th a lacrosse theme, some athletes
such as basketball player Jason Trotter, do not feel
Jordan Colbfrt .. A'5t.. Photo Editor
the need to display their love for the game they
play. "I show love for the game 24 hours by watch- Some students prominently display their Howard pride with HU memorabilia, photos, posters
ing films [of old games] and by going to the gym and ornaments.
to shoot around when I do not have practice," said you play. I have practice everyday. I don't need to pictures of his family, posters of rappers Jay-Zand
Trotter, a sophomore biology major. "I don't need have basketball all over my walls." Instead of bas- Mase, and magazine cut outs of singer Brandy and
to decorate my room to show love. It's about how ketball items, Trotter has adorned his walls with actress Jada Pinkett-Smith.

Some athletes do show their love for the sport
they play by decorating their rooms with athletic themes. When entering soccer player Marcel
Storer's room, the first poster noticed is a picture
of reggae singer Bob Marley kicking a soccer ball.
Storer's soccer shoes and ball are on display in
his room as well. Even though pictures of Bob
Marley dominate his room rather than soccer,
Storer explained, "Just because you're an athlete
doesn't mean sports pictures make you comfortable. I just put up who I like. I never thought of
decorating my room with athletes."
Storer is more subtle with his decorations for
soccer while football player Andrae Townsel has
decked out his room with football iten1s.
"I have a Howard banner, Howard calendars, an autographed football, pictures of me, the
Detroit Lions on my computer desktop and my
high school football jersey on my wall." Townsel
listed. "My roommate has articles of him, team
rosters, team pictures, memorabilia of Howard
football, such as plaques and a Howard letterman
jacket on display." With all that Townsel and his
roommate have on display, it cannot be mistaken
that they do not love the sport they play.
The personal need for athletes to decorate
their rooms varies. Some athletes decorate their
room with a lot of items pertaining to the sport
they play like Townsel and some do not put anything. up at ·all like Trotter. Athletes don't necessarily need to decorate their rooms with items
related to the sport in which they pla) in order to
have Jove for the game.

Athletes Find Solace In Religious Convictions The Big Payoff?
BY COURTNEY BATILE
Contributing Writer

It is Friday night and the
team is ready to have some fun.
No big deal right? Wrong. For
many student athletes, hanging out with their team causes
a conflict between their religion
and fitting in with the crowd.
Most religions share values
such as abstinence and refraining from drug and alcohol use.
While steering clear of these
things is a task for any college
student, being a student athlete
puts a totally different twist on
things. "There is definitely a
time when you will feel the need
to participate with your teammates," sophon1ore Cherelle
Jones said.
After games, many players
choose to celebrate victories or
sulk over loses with alcohol and
wild parties. For some it is hard
to stay true to religion when
peer pressure and temptation
are around.
"A lot of times people want
to fit in with their team, so
they may start smoking, drink. ing, cursing, etc.," Jones said.
This is Jones' second year playing lacrosse at Howard and she
admits she is no saint. "I'm a
Christian but I do mess up. I just
try to live my life as God would
like me too, but I do mess up,"
she said.
Other female athletes feel the
burden is geared more toward
male athletes than the women's
teams. "I don't think I am affected by wanting to fit in with my

team1nates or feeling a conflict
with my religion and my sport,"
said lram Abdullah, a me1nber
of the women's lacrosse team. "I
feel it affects male athletes more
than females athletes."
For guys, the pressure to
prove their manhood is sometimes a factor and it doesn't
help that they have girls throwing themselves at them. "I
know a few male players who
have conflicts with religion and
their teammates. It's harder,"
Abdullah said.

RECRUITS, from Sports 81

calls Georgia home. The three represent the
new one, two and four positions for the Lady
Bison. With Lacey at point, Santee on the
wing as she converts from shooting guard to
forward and the six foot two inch Thomason
also at forward, the Bison hope to create an
unstoppable combination on the floor. This
mixture could bring a new dynamic to the
term "triple threat."
Assistant Coach Andre Bolton, who has
been with the Lady Bison for four years,.is
excited about the team's chances. Bolton,
whose main function is giving critiques and
guidance on individual practices, also assists
with coaching at all games. He admits that
picking up two guards was not in the initial
interest of the team, but recognizes that
these players could not be overlooked.
"Our intention was to seek more strong
forwards to enhance our game downstairs,
to build and to be stronger in the post area."
Hinting to Thomason's prowess he said,
"We found a diligent prospect who we feel
will help us gain wins in the season, and we
happened to find two guards to give her the
ball." Laughing at his remark, as if it really
was a mistake to add Lacey and Santee to
the team he followed, "They are all n1eant
to be here. We have two seniors leaving in
the guard position so Lacey and Santee will
most definitely be helpful to our future and
Th01nason will be coming out the gates this
year." The team is losing three seniors at

--- ·----

I pray that no one gets hurt and
for a good performance," said
Abdullah. Others call on religion
to help them through a long day
of school and practice. "When
we have to get up at six in the
morning, I will be mad at first,
but then I thank God for the
ability to play," Jones said.
Many players also see their
sport as a way to testify for their
religion and see God work in
their lives.
"Well I believe everyone
feels torn between religion and
a secular lifestyle but I have
learned that playing football
has actually brought me closer
to God because I know I need
him to protect me and my ability on the field," said Howard
University football player Brian
Harrington.
Many other athletes are taking a stand for their personal
religion, despite pressures from
their team. They are proud of
their beliefs and plan to stand
strong in their values.
"""~.perwnal.psu.cdo
"I have a teammate who
In termsofreligion,Abdullah believes in God and is set in
who comes from a Muslim back- his religion. The other players
ground feels it is important to respect him. He is open about
base your religious beliefs on the part religion plays in his life
your own personal values. She but doesn't push his beliefs on
explains that by doing so stu- the team," Harrington said.
dents can have a stronger conWhat most \Student-athletes
viction and make solid religious have found is that religious conchoices.
viction depends on the individMany players incorporate ual. Essentially, being an aththeir religious affiliations into lete doesn't necessarily make a
the sports they play, calling on person live a secular lifestyle,
a higher being for safety and nor does it force one to choose
strength during games.
between their sport and their
"'Before every game I pray. religion.

season's end in point guard Daisha Hicks,
shooting guards Simone Agee and Andrea
Jones. All are willing to pass tl1e game plans
and the leadership position to the new arrivals. Hicks, who has been the starting point
guard for the last three years, feels as though

play book and the team," Hicks explained.
"I feel that her leadership skills will emerge
the more she gets a feel for the way our system works and the style in which we like to
play."
Agee, who is Howard's starting shooting guard, believes that Santee will have no
qualms taking over and making every basket
count.
"I have learned so much being under
the leadership of Parson. She has made the
game easy to understand and especially my
role on the floor," Agee said.
About Howard's new recruits Agee said,
"I've improved my game all around because
coach is a good teacher. Asha is a good player and I see her as the vocalist in the team.
Through time she will be an excellent leader
on and off the court. And I don't think Rease
[Terease Thomason) will have any trouble in
the post. She's definitely focused."
Wiili a solid senior class to follow,
Howard's new recruits are ready for their
first taste of collegiate play.
"I feel welcomed here at Howard and I
,\II Pru PhOIOJtr"Jphy
will do my best to contribute everything I
Big things are expected fro m new
have to the team," Santee said.
recruit Asha Santee.
Thomason said, "I like Howard. I like
my coaches and I feel that they're running
there is responsibility in being a good exam- a good program here. I'm comfortable and
ple and handing over the reigns. She is con- they know what they're doing." The recruits,
fident that her predecessor Ebony Lacey will who refer to themselves as "Triple Threat"
handle the helm.
have both expectations and team in focus.
"She's a natural talent and all she needs
to do now is be more comfortable with our
------~-----· "

___ --

~-----

NCAA Cracks Down
BY RAYMOND GAYLE
Contributing Writer

In recent years, collegiate
athletics have been under
attack for violations of National
Collegiate Athletic Associations
(NCAA) rules and policies. On
many college campuses, the
line of NCAA infractions seems
to be getting even longer. Most
recently, Maurice Clarett, former Ohio State University
running back stated that he
protected university officials
during investigations in regard
to ex1:ra benefits given to student athletes. In his testimony
he said that student athletes
received cash, cars, and other
incentives. This is currently
under heavy investigation but
is far from the first case involving an NCAA violation.
In 2000, the University of
Minnesota's basketball program was involved in what the
NCAA has described as one
the worst cases of academic
fraud in 20 years. Players were
assisted in cheating by tutors
and teachers in order to pass
academic courses. In 2002,
the University of Alabama was
involved in a major recruiting scandal which placed the
Crimson Tide on probation for
five years, had its scholarships
reduced by 21 over a three year
period and was banned from
bowl games for the 2002 and
2003 seasons.
Early this year, the
University of Colorado was
under investigation due to
perks given to recruits, which
included strip club visits and
alcohol-fueled sex parties during college tours. The University
of Colorado was also under
investigation after the alleged
rape of a female football team
kicker by another member of
the team who attended the
school in 1999.
Many of these violations
are documented in the NCAA's
student-athlete manual. Article
10 of the manual (Unethical
Conduct) cites inany actions
that can terminate student
athlete eligibility and punish the institution itself for its
part in the violation. Violations
include deliberate involve1nent
in academic fraud, providing
a student-athlete improper or
extra benefits exceeding mandatory limits set by the NCAA.
In addition, the violations rulebook also notes that providing
the NCAA with false or misleading information concerning an individual's association
in a possible violation is also
highly illegal.
Among the penalties one
can face if found guilty of
NCAA rule violations include
termination of a student athlete's eligibility to participate in,

•

collegiate sports, probation of
an institution for involvement
in the rule violation and loss of
the amount of scholarships for
prospective student athletes.
These situations seemed to
hit hard on campuses at college universities and some athletes commented on the rate
at which it is occurring. Junior
Bianca Roberts, a member of
Howard University's track and
field team said, "People are too
tempted by money and other
incentives, which last but so
long and become more important than an education, which
last a lifetime.··
Alyssa Fortune, a freshman
Lady Bison soccer player said,
"Athletes know consequences,
but don't think that they wlll
get caught because they feel
the institution helping them
has their back. That is until
allegations are made and then
the athlete is the one left out in
the cold"
Head coach of the Howard
n1en and ''omen's track and
field teams 11ich 1el :Merritt
offered similar comments in
discouraging athletes to get
involved in illegal activities.
"Those big schools tempt athletes to take all these incentives
but athletes should know better. When l was an athlete, I
worked during the summer and
banked that inoney because I
knew I would ne(•d it durini
school."
Howard Universit), which
is currently being released from
three-year probation of a minor
NCAA violation, has remained
relatively clean throughout
its athletic progrmn. Sondra
Norrell-Thomas, athletic director for Howard University,
said, ·'Howard implements
preventative n1ethods to niake
sure each athlete n1aintains eligibility within the NCAA, and
most importantly is here long
enough to get ilieir degree."
These methods include having each athletic team to meet
with the compliance office officials in going over the student
athlete manual and having student athletes sign an affidavit
accepting the terms set forth
by the student athlete manual. Thomas cites the problems
that bigger Division I-A schools
encounter stein from the "win
at all costs" attitude that many
possess.
"If anyone wants to break
a rule they will break a rule,"
she said, adding that because
Howard does not have such a
big athletic booster progrmn
like other schools, the ten1ptation to have these incentives
has been less, which is helping the school sustain a positive
image. "We strive for the best
but we want to do so by being
clean and competitive."
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Students Practice Their Religious Beliefs by Attending
Chapel, Noonday Prayers or Other Outside Worship Services
because of my faith," said
Murray, who explained that
this makes it awkward when
When one thinks of a col- his friends are enjoying these
lege campus, religion and spir- foods.
ituality aren't the first things
And not doing certain
that tend to come to mind. things is not the only display of
However, Howard University faith some feel called upon to
students are making it clear make. There are also instancthat there is faith to be found es where someone's religion
on ca1npus. From Noon Day
prayer services to this week's
Islamic Awareness activities '
and a nationally recognized
chapel, the signs of spirituality
can be found in many places.
"There's more temptations
at Howard. It's easy to stray
away," said sophon1ore nlathematics major Darren Murray,
who is a member of the Seventh
Day Church of God.
requires
or
"But I think that's what encourages
makes you a better person," them to do
he continued. Murray believes certain things
that through the resisting of the and adhere to
temptations present on can1- certain pracpus, one's faith can be made tices.
stronger and the character is
One of the
improved.
trademarks of
The distractions on campus the
Islamic
seem to pop up everywhere. faith is the head covering worn
Whether it is studying for a by women.
course as opposed to attend"I'm not really wearing my
ing a worship service or reading head wrap for anybody. Whether
a textbook instead of reading everybody wore a head wrap, or
scripture, the time of a spiri- nobody wore a head wrap, I'd be
tual student seems to be placed wearing mine," said sophomore
under high demand.
political science major Lynda
And outside of the strain Lloyd, who said that the conon the schedule, there are also stituency she shows is more of a
activities that students are personal thing, then something
called by faith to refrain from.
done to be seen by others.
"I don't eat pork, shrimp,
When dealing with spirilobster, and things like that, tuality, continuing a practice
BY JANA HOMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

keep of faith on a college campus.
Just try to stay true to
your upbringing. I mean, just
you were raised like you were
raised. If you know you don't do
something, don't put yourself in
a hard position by going somewhere that people are doing

because it dot>sn't create factionalism. Look at how denominations separate people. They're
created to separate people."
Jackson believes that the
non-denon1inational format of
the Andrew Rankin Memorial
Chapel services is an advantage
on son1e fronts and a disadvantage on others.
"The only thing I don't like
'"~ w1 h)nibolz..coni
about a non-denominational
Completing the spiritual
chapel is that they structure it
cypher. Many religions
to please everyone," Jackson
follow basic principles,
continued. "It's· kinda' ridicbeliefs and concepts that
ulous, in a way. It creates a
give students a sense of
church that is so structures that
fulfilment and wholeness
nobody feels like they're getting
anything soul wise."
However, many students
have found a home at the chathat. Just pel, which tries to draw interstay true to faith attendance through the
yourself, " presentation of a panoply of
Murray chaplains from faiths includsaid.
ing Baptist, Muslim, Catholic,
Bahai and many others.
There are some ~tudents,
though, that feel the need to
go elsewhere. These students
are welcomed into neighboring
that draws one outside of the
Though not all students congregations, some even going
norm is sometimes a challengcontinue to practice the religion so far as to send transportation
ing task.
''When you're doirig any- in which they were brought up, for those wishing to join them.
But regardless of the relithing outside of what the mass- the advice does apply to some,
including sophomore political gion practiced by students or
es are doing, you're gonna' be
questioned and challenged. science major Joy Jackson, who the place of worship, the stuWhether it's trying to be spiri- was raised in a non-denomi- dent body of Howard is making
national family, but strongly it apparent that there are those
tual
or
trying
to
read
a
book,
the
I
who maintain their faith, while
masses are gonna challenge you adheres to the
values that were instilled attending.
and try to persuade you out of
upon her.
it," Lloyd continued.
"Non-de nominationa I
Lloyd is not the only stuis actually a denomination,"
dent who has advice for the up
Jackson said. "But it's better

Thanksgiving Lonely For International Students
BY ADELE ROSE
Contributing Writer

For n1ost of the students, faculty
and staff at Howard University, the
Thanksgiving holiday is a time to share
with family and friends. As members of
the Bison family make their way home
for the holidays, many of the international students will remain on campus.
The modern Thanksgiving holiday
is unique to North America and while
students from other countries may have
heard about the holiday, this in no way
prepares them for the actual experience.
Many international students experience
their worst cases of homesickness over
the Thanksgiving period, especially the
freshmen who have nowhere to go during this time.
"In my first year, here a lot of my
friends from the Caribbean became

depressed when the dorms emptied,"
says Tara Koon How, a junior accounting major from Trinidad and Tobago.
Koon How was fortunate enough to have
family nearby that she spent the weekend with, but not every foreign student
is this lucky.
Most international students who
don't have family in the area and who
aren't able to make it home for the
holidays can find Thanksgiving dinner
options on Georgia Avenue.
Other students opt not to celebrate
Thanksgiving at all. Alisha Richardson,
a freshman from St. Vincent sees
Thanksgiving as "just another day when
people cook."
Freshman Fern Gray is going_ to
be one of the few people to remain on
campus ne>..1: weekend. "On Columbus
Day and Veteran's Day the campus was
deserted," she remarked. "I've already
come to terms with the fact that I'll be

bored for Thanksgiving." Nevertheless,
Gray readily admits that she's somewhat
jealous of the students who have the
opportunity to spend time with their
families.
So how do most international students cope? A lot of them end up visiting family members that they haven't
seen in years, especially if they live in
nearby states such as New York, Virginia
and Maryland. Others plan on banding together to create a Thanksgiving
tradition of their own. "I've been making arrangements to have some of
my friends over and we'll be cooking
some Caribbean food," said Ressa Chee
Wah, a graduate student fron1 Trinidat!
and Tobago. "We'll probably listen to
some music, play [card games], it'll be
Thanksgiving 'Trini' style."
For international as well as American
students who will be on Howard's campus for Thanksgiving, Residence Life

has planned Thanksgiving dinners in the
dorms from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Nov. 25.
Additionally, Kyle Lequay, the coordinator of the International Pals, reveals
that his organization is also in the
process of planning a Thanksgiving
event and assures more information wi11
be available by the end of the week.
The
Trinidad
and
Tobago
Association, located on Georgia Avenue
has also opened an avenue for students
at Howard. The Association has called
upon its members to open their doors to
students who are amenable to spending
some time over the Thanksgiving break
with a Caribbean family. Interested persons can sign up for this progran1 through
the Howard University Caribbean
Students Association in Room tOS of
the Blackburn Center, or via e-mail at
hucsa2004@yahoo.com.

llhjj;ltallon b) krrntrd ~1urru) , n~\ rrom \\WW.~01Ji'-COM

Home, Sweet US. After three months, most international students want to go home and be with their families tor Thanksgiving. Because of the distance and
the shortness of the Thanksgiving break, they are able to make it home until the semester Is over. Flags: Southern Texas & Montana through Minnesota
- Aruba, Call through the Mountains - Haiti, New York through Maine & Northern Texas - Jamacia, Louisana through Florida & Washington through Idaho Trinida & Tobago and Southern Call through Arizona & Iowa through Virginia - Anguilla.

•

Hip-Hop
Mourns
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation and World Editor

Rap superstar O.D.B. (01'
Dirty Bastard) was pronounced
dead last Saturday after collapsing in a Manhattan studio,
various news outlets report. He
would have turned 36 the following Monday. A cause of death has
not been released, but a spokesman for the rapper's record
label, Roe-A-Fella records, told
reporters the rapper complained
of chest pains before collapsing
and was dead by the time paramedics arrived on the scene. An
autopsy performed a day after
0.D.B. passed was inconclusive.
In a statement, O.D.B.'s motl1er,
Cherry Jones, said she was devastated by her son's passing and
told the public that O.D.B. was
more than a rapper.
"This evenipg I received a
phone call that is every mother's
worst dream. My son, Russell
Jones, passed away," said Jones
in a statement to the press. "To
the public, he was known as 01'
Dirty Bastard, but to me he was
known as Rusty, the kindest
most generous soul on earth.''
Jones also thanked O.D.B.'s
fans; many of whom had began
to gather in the streets surrounding the studio once word
got out about the rappers death.
"I appreciate all of the support
and prayers that I have received.
Russell was more than a rapper;
he was a loving father, brother,
uncle and most of all, son."
Among those gathered to
pay their respects to O.D.B.
were his Wu Tang Clan group
members Ghostface Killah and
Raekwon. "It's a big loss right
now. I knew him for 20 years.
He was my brother, heart, soul,
pride and joy," said Ghostface
Killah to mourners outside the
studio.
O.D.B. was a founding
member of Wu Tang Clan.
His unorthodox delivery when
rhyming helped to solidify
the group's place in the hiphop history books. All of the
group's nine members eventually went on to record solo
projects and received acclaim
in their own right. O.D.B.'s solo
hits "Brooklyn Zoo,"' "Got Your
Money," and "Shimmy Sbin1my
Ya," blazed radio stations across
the country for months. He was
exposed to a broader audience
when he appeared on t he track
·Fantasy" with pop diva Mariah
Carey. The rapper was working
on a comeback album when he
passed, and representatives say
the recc.rd was nearly complete.
There has been no word yet on
when or if the album will be
released.
Throughout his life, O.D.B.
had many spats with the law and
eventually landed in jail in 2001
on charges of drug possession.
Prior to this, he had been arrested on a litany of other charges,
including illegally possessing
body armor, driving with a suspended drivers license, shoplifting, threatening a former girlfriend, and menacing security
officers.
O.D.B. often behaved erratically in public. He once took an
M;rV News crew to a welfare
office in a limousine, where
he was filmed receiving food
stamps despite having many
hits under his belt. O.D.B. also
raised a few eyebrows when
he crashed the stage during
the i998 Grammy's, hijacked a
microphone from singer Shawn
Colvin while she was accepting
an award, and expressPd to the
crowd how upset he was that
P.Diddy had received the best
rap album grammy instead of
Wu Tang Clan. Despite his many
ups and downs, fans of the fallen
rapper will fondly remember his
contributions to hip-hop.
Perhaps group member RZA
explained O.D.B.'s legacy best in
an interview with the Associated
Press earlier this year. "There's
nobody like him in the game,"
RZA said. "He's got a lot of
problems he's got to iron out,
of course, but as far as a one-ofa-kind person, a one-of-a-kind
artist, he's one of a generation,
one of a lifetime. He's a very
rare commodity."

From Be-Box to Big Buckz
BY ALNISE OVERTON
Contributing Writer

As a rapidly growing indus-
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borhoods, streets fights, and
graffiti. Although most graffiti
showed up mainly on New York
City's subway carts, once it took
off, graffiti began to en1erge
immensely. As the popularity of graffiti grew, the Transit
Authority of New York noticed
more
graffiti
murals and /,,.•
"tag ,

try, hip-hop has now become
morethanjustmusic. What was
once known as simple rhymes
over drum beats or ''bee-bops,"
is now considered a way of life.
Most hip-hop lovers know the
origin~ of hip-hop culture
l
came from the Bronx,
N.Y., during the
1970s; but most
don't
know
what led to the
evolution of this
powerful culture.
When hip-hop
first ca1ne onto the
scene battling disco, /
R&B and soul,
and rock 'n' roll,
it was reduced
to a "fad" of the
moment. Now over
three decades later, the hiphop billion-dollar industry has
on
entered mainstream success names"
proving its critics wrong and carts and created an
making advertisers take a sec- annual subway cart wash that
ond look. The emergence of the cost $400,ooo.
Still, with all its popularculture didn't start with "rap,"
however, it was influenced by ity graffiti wasn't considered
graffiti art, break dancing, and an actual art form until Fred
Braithwaite (later known as
Jamaican "toasting."
"Fab Five Freddy" from the Fab
As a result of the completion of a major housing project Five, and host of the 90s hit
in Bronx in 1968, the remaining hip-hop video countdown "Yo!
middle class moved out of the MTV Raps!) sold one of his
community, and gangs began to graffiti canvases for $1,000.
Author Richard Goldstein
show up in the Bronx.
One of the major gangs, from the Village Voice wrote
Black Spades, was headed an article that associated grafby pioneer rapper, Afrika fiti and rap music for the first
Bambaataa. Like many other time. He stated that graffiti and
gangs, the Black Spades were rap nlusic's origins were cominvolved in terrorizing neigh- ing from the same evolving cul-

tu re.
In 1967, a young Jamaican,
Clive Campbe11, also known
as DJ Kool Herc, came to the
Bronx with knowledge of the
Jamaican "sound system" as
well as "toasting." Sound systems were gatherings of DJs and
engineers who played
music

played. The dancers became
known as "break-dancers."
Break dancing required a lot of
body movement which was why
it was essential to have the right
clothing, allowing the dancer to
move freely. They wore loose
fitting clothing, usually sweat
suits or athletic gear and comfortable shoes such as sneakers.
But it was about style and
expression, the essence of
hip-hop culture.
:. .
Junior
pub·:: lie relations major
;:· Jamila Whetts said,
::·· "Hip-hop is all about
· freedom of speech; ifs
raw and it's life. I
love hip-hop to
the fullest!"
.
Most lov..;:: ers of hip-hop
........····· ···
feel passion• ·.·.···:·.···········:·..
hipho';~: ate about hipmrnl$.tom
hop culture
and it has
Of the Five
come a long
Elements - DJlng, emceeing, graffiti, breaking and be-boxing - way.
for emceeing and DJlng are the two of the
Urban
main ones seen in mainstream hip-hop. youngsters
in the Bronx
cultivated
entertainment. Toasting was hip-hop by borrowing "toastwhen DJs or disc jockeys talk- ing" techniques from Jam.aica
ed over the music they played and adding a more distinctive
such as phrases to encourage sound that soon grasped the
the crowd. As a DJ, Kool Herc attention of the world. Today
linked the excitement of a crowd hip-hop is one of the largest
to the beat of the music.
selling genres of music. Urban
He rarely played an entire consumers spend over $31 bilsong, only playing 30 seconds lion annually supporting the
breaks. Kool Herc was the first culture of "freedom of expresto establish the ''break beats" sion." In the words of hip-hop
technique and a MC-Dance mogul and former Howard stuTeam, a group of dancers who dent, Sean "Piddy" Combs, "It's
danced to the music while he not clothing, it's a lifestyle!"

Ten Steps to College
Guides Students Through
the Admissions Process
BY ASPEN STEIB
Contributing Writer

Do you remember when you
were planning on coming to college? A new PBS show fro1n
the masterminds Howard and
Matthew Greene can successfully take perspective students
through the pain of the college
admissions process with steps
and tips on how to choose or
transfer to the right college.
Howard
and
Matthew
Greene
have
successfully
launched a campaign entitled
"Ten Steps to College with the
Greenes." This campaign takes
students through a 10-step program to beating the odds against
the college admissions process.
"My father and I have
worked with students on this
[process] for many ...successful
years" Matthew said~ "The idea
came from a PBS producer's
idea last year on our book."
The first step in the process urges students to not limit
their optioµs on college because
of cost. The Greenes encouraged
families not to rule out expensive colleges because they lack
the money to pay for tuition,
room and board that together
could cost over $30,000 per
year. Many of the most expensive private and public colleges
offer the most need- and meritbased financial aid awards, in
the form of loans, grants and
scholarships.
Step two encourages students to find their inner strength
and to stick with it. "This is the
step that often gets missed,"
Matthew said. "Determine your

strength and present it to the
college that will best suit your
strengths" is the main advice
Matthew gave on this step.
"Make the test work for you,"
said Matthew regarding the
standardized test explained in
step four. If a student has a low
test score but excels elsewhere,
test scores may be overlooked.
The Greenes also encourage students to practice for these exams
in order to raise test scores.
Colleges want intelligent
students, but they want more
than that, said the Greenes.
They want someone who will
add vigor to their community.
Step five stresses the importance of de1nonstrating leadership outside of the classroom.
Extracurricular activities, sports
and community service are great
ways to demonstrate this, they
said.
Finding the right schools is
the message of step six. l\1atthcw
believes that the most important
step is step six. Matthew said, "A
cornbination of these first steps
to getting to know yourself [is
the key to succeeding]."
It is also important for students to visit the campuses of
prospective colleges to ensure
they are making the right choices.
All that is left is choosing
the right college, applying and
enrolling. The Greenes suggest
that students initially choose
eight to io colleges that they
would be happy with and paring down their choices to three
or four in the spring semester of
their senior year.

Join the Office of Residence Life and Project GiveBack
In Giving Back to the D.C. Metropolitan Comn1.unity
Project GiveBack, a National Community Service Organization founded by
Howard Alumnus Ransom Miller III., is calling the aide of Howard University
Alumni. Its mission is to provide a vehicle for Corporate Firms and young
professionals (i.e. YOU) to give back to the communities where we live and
....
work.

•
•

Please, join· us on Saturday November 201 h, buses will be departing at
6:30 a.m. in front of the Towers. "We will be packaging and delivering
food baskets to local families in need.
Come out and feel the joy, love, and excitement as we personally deliver food to
local families.
•

For more information, please contact the Department of Residence
Life at (202) 806-6131 or email M:arc D. Lee at mdlee@howard.edu
and give back today!
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air ·
and ·

I

reasurer
Positions Available
.
The Homecoming Policy Board is seeking candidates for the 2005
Homecoming Steering Committee Chair and Homecoming Treasurer, to
begin work immediately after selection. ·The Chair is responsible for
developing the Homecoming program, in conjunctio~ with the Treasurer. In
addition, the chair will select various event coordinators. Previous Howard
homecoming experience preferred, but not required.
.

Minimum qualifications: must have at least a2.5 cumulative grade point
average, with full time student enrollment at Howard Universify for at least
one academic year, at the time of application. For more detailed
information, please pick up the application in the Student Activities Office,
Suite 117, Blackbum Universify Center, during regular business hours or
check the Student Activities website, or call 806-7000. Deadline for
•
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Ohhh, My Neck, My Back...
My Neck and My Back
There is more than enough wonder why it could ever be duty in a negative way. What
cocaine smuggling and crimes necessary to shock a six-year happened to calling Mom or
committed every hour on the old to keep him under control. detention? Why are the police
hour in the city of Miami to Why didn't they just sn~tch him officers using physical force on
keep police busy. Somehow, up like someone's mama?
the least threatening suspects?
police found taming a few stray
Just when we thought we
We have to wonder what
children to be the top priority. were feeling bad, we read that was really going on in the cops'
Let's re-cap the scene. A six- the officers also shocked a 12- minds. Were they that angry
year-old boy is waving a shard year-old girl for skipping class. at the girl for missing class?
of glass to scare away school She started to run once she real- Did the little boy's paper-cut
security
guards
potential really incite
(how intimidating)! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - them to shock him? It
The police officers
all seems a little bit
stunned the boy with
messy to us. Maybe the
a Taser gun to make
cops were having a bad
sure he wouldn't
day or maybe it was a
cut himself. "We
racial? The little boy
know the child was
was African-American
not harmed other
and the ethnicity of the
than the tiny probe
girl was not mentioned.
pricks you get with
Either way, children
the Taser," Police
shouldn't be punished
Director Bobby Parker told ized she had been caught and in such a manner, unless they
the Miami Herald. They justi- the police hit her with 50,000 are about to do something realfied his pricks by saying Tasers volts to her neck and back. At ly harmful. We don't consider
are safe for people who weigh the Hilltop, we are feel ing bad playing hooky or playing with
more than 60 pounds. We won- for the little guys. Why don't glass a menace to society. The
der if they had a scale in the the officers pick on someone police officers need to keep the
back of the cop car for accu- their own size? We definitely peace and put away the Taser
racy. Interestingly enough, the understand the need for disci- pistols.
boy vomited immediately and pline but using Taser guns goes
had an uncommon reaction. We above and beyond the call of

Our View:
Miami-Dade cops are
wrong for tasing young
children at school.

'Read Book... Get
Brain' with Akademiks
A catchy slogan for ing a book in her hand in an Either way, we don't disapprove
Akademiks has gotten the atten- erotic way. At first glance, it and we think hip-hop should
tion of public transportation is obvious that the slogan was be able to maintain a degree of
passengersandtheMetropolitan intended for the mature, hip- flexibility and creativity without
Transportation
Authority. hop heads that are familiar with being criticized.
An article in The Daily News the other n1eaning of "brain."
"Read Books, Get Brain,M
attacked the ad, "Read Books, It's no secret that sex sells and has raised a few parents' eyeGet Brain," for its sexual innu- the ad was no more risque than brows because they think it is
endos. After recognizing the most of the others we see daily. sending the wrong message to
potential offenchildren. Some P,eople
siveness of the
seem to forget that they
ads, authorities
can monitor what their
ordered the ads to
children watch and even
be ren10Yed from
do a degree of censoring.
several billboards
This ad will not appear
and trains. We
on Nickelodeon, PBS, or
think this is just
in any book children will
another
cheap
be flipping through. If
shot at hip-hop
they happen to see it on
because the slang
the train, grab your hands
is almost exclusively familiar The woman in the ad wasn't and cover their eyes! Children
to our community. How many baring any of her private areas will be exposed regardless, so
middle-aged adults or elemen- and the ad really isn't the worst it's the parents' job to explain
tary school students are going we've seen. Emmett Harrell, the things in a helpful way. Ifpeople
to pick up on that instantly? We co-founder of Akaden1iks told are really that concerned about
think the) ma\ need an insider The New York Times, "We're the ad offending or tainting the
pron1oting reading; it's not t11at minds of the small fries, they
to translate
The $s8,ooo ad fea- we're promoting oral sex. "We are on another planet. There
tures a grown woman wearing had to smirk because we know are too many other things to be
Akademiks panties and a tank their intention probably wasn't worried about.
top. She is kneeling in front to inspire us to buy a pair of
of a stack of books and hold- jeans and the best-selling novel.
.;;_~-'--~~~~~~

Our View:
This ad is catchy and totally
appropriate for the hip-hop
clothing line.

What is the World Coining to?

•
·
,
'
,

Evel} time we t urn on the
news we see breaking news that
makes us examine the election
aftermath and global reconstruction. Whether the focus is
Colin Powell, "Conde" or Arafat,
we can't keep our eyes off the
news. We expected the Cabinet
to be rearranged somewhat,
but we find ourselves disappointed in the loss
of Secretary of State
Colin Powell. Powell
seemed to be the
only moderate voice
among the staunch
Republican war supporters, and his eredentials have truly
been assets to this
country. His judgment was highly valued and we
feel like he still has unfinished
business to tend to: "the global
war against terror," Afghanistan
and Iraq.
We can also wave fa rewell
to Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman, Education Secretary
Rod Paige and Energy Secretary
Spencer Abraham. We know it's

time to wave hello to National
Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice who will follow in Powell's
footsteps. We may not all agree
with Rice's political ideology,
but we appreciate that she is
intelligent and articulate.We're
watching things shift in the
White House and we feel concerned for the commotion that

Whatever leader is chosen,
we know we want them to be
legitimate. The last thing the
strained international relations
can handle is a more radical
leader that will further Islamic ·
Fundamentalism. We know we
aren't the onlyAn1erican citizens
who have been feeling exceedingly concerned with the rapid
changes impacting us all
every day. The recent
demonstrations and suicides reflect passionate
feelings about American
politics.
Canadian
immigration websites
have been reporting a
surge in hits and people
are really thinking about
leaving. People are worpersists in the Middle East. The ried, confused and interested
recent death of Yasser Arafat to see what phase the world is
presents a unique situation for about to enter. We know t hat
American involvement in the our attentiveness to domestic
region. \Ve wonder and worry and global events is no differwho Arafat's successor will be. ent than any other generation,
The Bush administration will but it seems to us that we have
obviously be very involved in a lot ahead of us in the next few
helping and trying to set up a years. We will keep our fingers
democracy or choose a leader. crossed.

Our View:
Bush's second term has
yet to begin and things are
already being remodeled.
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Some Women Are Just Filthy
paste-water splashed on the mirror, water around the sink and
During the third year of my rollers drifting left and right.
It's nine o'clock in' the morncollege career I came to a very
disturbing realization: all women ing and your stomach can't wait
are not clean! I was in denial to taste every delicious morsel of
about this fact for a long time, your favorite cereal. You enter the
and it wasn't until my second kitchen, and there in the sink proyear of communal living that my fessing "good morning" is a sink
mind opened to the truth. Fungi, full of dirty, greasy dishes from
wretched smells and filthy Jiving your roommate's dinner.
It's Saturday and you awake
conditions are things that I have
been socialized to associate with to a lovely sunrise. You are thankthe male population. On behalf ful you woke up and as you exit
of men everywhere I apologize for your door the smell of the trash
you having to carry that lowly ste- flares the hair in your nostrils.
reotype all alone, because no bur- You look at the stained floor as
den should be carried alone, and you walk to the bathroom, only to
as The Most High is my witness find a dirty shower. It is your suitsome women need to bare that emate's turn to clean, but the task
has been placed at the botton of
filthy cross as well.
It's four o'clock in the morn- her "to do list." Fella's don't let the
ing and my bladder is yearning cover girl wearing Baby Phat fool
to be emptied. Eyes half closed, you! The girl you're eyeing might
I stumble to the bathroom and be a "garbage pail kid." Ladies I
what do I find: a toilet seat driz- really don't understand, do you
care so little about yourselves and
zled in urine.
It's eight-thirty in the morn- others that you would disregard
ing and your roommate has spent all the "clean" values your mother
an hour in the bathroom groom- tried to instill in you? Do you
ing herself. You grab your things think being nasty is cute? I don't
and enter the bathroom and what remember Essence publishing the
do you find: fallen hair, tooth article: "Ten Steps To Ensure a
KONAHE JERNIGAN

To be Gifted, Young ... and then Black
ERIKA L. MCDOWELL

I am from a generation of
rebels,
Who say what they want,
And do what they please.
Seen to the older eye,
As the new young
mentality.

Re: "Obesity on college
campuses continues to rise
rapidly"
Howard University students who want healthier
options in the school cafeteria may want to visit PETA2.
com to find out how students
at the University of California
at Berkeley and other colleges
nationwide have convinced
their school officials to offer
more vegan options.

I know I have a surreal
ability,
Its just seen through
certain eyes.
From lack ofopportunity,
For young Blacks who
search low and high.
But yet and still,
It was always told, shown,
and instilled in me,
To take the safe route,
Because Black ain't
always what they need.

they always see,
the color ofmy skin,
Always de.fining me.
I want, I need, I have to
go beyond this,
Beyond the call to be
gifted, young and then
Black.
So just let me, help me, do
me,
So the definition ofwho I
am,
Can solely rely on 1ne.

Never failing,

A vegan diet helps students fight the dreaded
"Freshman 15" and other
health problems, such as
heart disease, diabetes, and
cancer. Studies show that
vegetarians are generally at
least 10 percent leaner than
meat-eaters. The American
Dietetic Association has even
stated that "vegetarians,
especially vegans, have closer to desirable weights than
do nonvegetarians."
According to a recent
nationwide survey conducted by ARAMARK, a company
that provides food to universities and school districts,
one out of every four college
students wants vegan meals.

LET ME KOOW W~EtJ
YOU'RE n.&ROUGU
wrru n&E &ATUROOM

Disorderly and Filthy Home."
As a human being, especially a
woman, you should find uncleanliness repulsive. If the saying
"cleanliness is next to Godliness"
isn't etched in your head, I don't
think you need to graduate. Ladies
I'm not writing this to belittle you,
or to invoke anger, I sin1ply want
you to CHANGE YOUR FILTHY
WAYS. As children we all hated
to clean up, we thought it took
too much time and would much
rather have been playing outside
or watching Tom and Jerry and
Punky Brewster, but we're rational adults and truth be told: it
doesn't take much effort or time
to clean up after yourself, SO DO
IT!!!Lastly to all the ladies who
are not estranged to Ajax, I'd like
to say, GOOD JOB! Keep up the
good clean work!

'Pieces of You' Word
Of the Week:
I am amongst the chosen,
To be young, gifted and
Black.
But I tend to only be one
or the other,
The gifted, the young or
the Black.
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As a result, ARAMARK now
offers dozens of vegan menu
items, such as sweet Thai tofu
stir-fry, vegan cheese quesadillas, faux chicken burritos, eggless "egg" salad, and
more, on select campuses.
Students may also visit
GoVeg.com to order a free
vegetarian starter kit, including expert nutritional advice
and resources for healthy
dining away from home.
Sincerely,
Heather Moore
Senior Writer
People for the Ethical
Treatment
of
Animals
(PETA)

'

Asking For Too Much
KEVIN BEMBRIDGE
In order for one to be

respected, they must first show
respect. And, on either end of
the "Greek" spectrum, there
doesn't seem to be too much
respect shown toward either
side. It seems certain members of the Alpha Phi Omega
National Service Fraternity
are a bit upset by the on-going
discussion regarding honor,
service and occupational fraternities trying to take on the
identity or markings of the nine
historically Black social Greek
letter organizations. Al1 I can
say to that is, if the shoe fits
then wear it. If it doesn't, try
another pair.
When
Brother
Tamir Mutakabbir wrote his
"Perspective" a little more than
a week ago, it was presented
to the general community.
However, members of APO
seem to have taken it to heart;
and responded by directly
accusing the members of the
National Pan-Hellenic Council
of keeping the 11 unknown"
Greeks down.
I don't believe it is that
at all. It seems people want
to sport "letters," "numbers,"
"specs," etc., without truly
understanding all it takes to
continue the work of those who
have come before us. To many
in tlle organizations that you
call "unknown" fraternities, it's
all flash and flair with no sub-

stance behind it. It is just a way
to say "I have a brightly colored
sweatshirt witl1 letters and a
number but, understand if you
are going to go that route, being
"Greek" is more than some hot
'nalia; it's a life-long commitment to your helping hand. So,
I am sorry if you want lo join
NPHC and can't, but I don't
see those who become Phi Beta
Kappa sporting letters and they
are the oldest of Greek-lettered
organizations.
But to be fair, the way
in which the nine NPHC organizations and the "unknO\.vn"
fraternities are structured are
very different. The cartoon
that is represented beside the
·'Perspective·· in Noven1ber 16,
2004 edition of The Hilltop
was a great depiction of what
is happening on the campus
right now; there seems to be
an overwhelming desire of
some members of APO, not the
entire chapter, trying hard to
be accepted into NPHC Greeks
world. But you must understand
the nature of your organization,
as n1any of your members in the
past n1ove on to NPHC organizations, using their attachment
to APO as a signpost of their
committnent to the community
on their resume to gain ent1)'
into the Divine Nine. These are
two different types of organizations; its apples and oranges.
For Alpha Phi Omega
National SERVICE Fraternity,
Inc., the main goal and objec-

tive is "'to assemble college
student in a national service
fraternity in the fellowship of
principles derived from the
Scout Oath and Law of the Boy
Scouts of America; to develop
leadership, to promote friendship and to provide service to
humanity; and to further freedom that is our national=, educational and intellectual heritage.., This is what is advertised
on the national Web site (www.
APO.org). For all nine members of the NPHC, community
service is but one of several
organizational thrusts or programs to enlighten, educate
and empower their members
and their fellow 1nan. All these
organizations were founded by
young Black men and women
who banded together in order
to protect themselves and reach
back into their communities
to "share the light." APO was
founded by 14 White individuals whose main focus was to
earl}' out the principles of boy
scouts. Actually the first and
c nly Black president of APO
was a graduate of Ho~ ard
Univers1l) and a member of a
NPHC organization.
Knowing that the members of the NPHC are always
here to help and support our
community and that we respect
what the other "unknown"
Greeks are doing as well. But
understand that at their very
core, they are fundamentally
different.

What Are We Waiting for?
LL TOWNSEND AUSTIN

My Fellow Americans! All
Patriotic Americans must unite
to verify the 2004 election
results! Unverifiable means
"Catch me if you can!" If we
stand by and watch, we are all
cowards. Someone has done

this crime. Unscrupulous thugs
have commandeered our government and as a result, they
control the world.
They are starting murderous wars and manipulating
economies to the detriment
of us all. We nlust audit this
election. If we have questions

rd perspective to
aw.t eh illtoponline.com.

about Florida's Democratic
counties' votes being stolen,
let's audit Florida! Those optical scanners read paper ballots
- there is a permanent record!
What are we waiting for?
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All HILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five lVords.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 lvords
and $2 for every 5 lvords
thereafter.

Three bedroom
townhome \vith
Jacuzzi Exposed bricks
with all new
appliances/ Free
cable-tv. Security
Alarm System. Only 4
blocks from camous.

Announcements

202-460-4319

Ever wonder ho\.-v
commercials and print
ads are created?
Are you good at graphic design?
Want to build
your portfolio?
Then come to the
Ameircan 4dvertising
Federation's Creative
Workshop!
Tuesday, November
23, 2004@

7Pm School of
Communications Rm.
C211
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X TO THE POWER
INFINITY:

THE INl·INITE HIP HOP
PARTY

Adn1ission: Free
EVERY SUNDAY
7:30pn1- 12an1
RS\' P :
n1adlo\ eJounl!e@hotmail.
con1
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Elder Watson
Diggs Study
Group Meeting
Sat. Nov.
20th
@ 8:00 a.in.
2626 Georgia
Ave.
232-5326
business
casual

